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Abstract

Text-based searching of textual data has long been a mainstay of computing, and
as search technology has evolved so has interest in searching non-textual data. In recent
years eﬀorts to use image ﬁles as queries for other image ﬁles (or for information about
what is in the query image ﬁle) have proﬁted from advances in machine learning, as have
other alternative search domains.
While searching for music using musical data has met with considerable success
in audio sampling software such as Shazam, searching machine-readable, music notation-based data—also known as symbolic music data—using queries written in music
notation has lagged behind, with most development in this area geared toward academic
music researchers or existing in ad hoc implementations only. Music information retrieval—the ﬁeld concerned with developing search techniques for music—requires a framework that can move beyond predetermined combinations of algorithms and datasets.
The Clef system demonstrates that this is possible using container-based services
that communicate with each other over HTTP. Clef oﬀers an extensible approach to
building a musical search engine that allows new algorithms and datasets to be accessed
through a consistent, music notation-based user interface for query input. Extending the
system with a new container for running a music information retrieval algorithm requires
signiﬁcant development, but once operational, new algorithm containers integrate seamlessly into the user interface.
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1
Introduction

Nearly everyone in the world interacts with music: we listen to it constantly for
pleasure, press it into service to sell products via commercials, celebrate happy events
with it or use it to solemnize sad ones. While we typically think of music as an art, with
compositions and songs as artistic artifacts, there is another aspect to music that has until
relatively recently remained mostly unexplored: music as data. The ﬁeld that seeks to
exploit this aspect of music is known as music information retrieval (MIR).
Suppose you listen to a piece of music or watch a movie with a particularly
interesting musical score and come away with a fragment of a melody or theme stuck in
your head. Commonly known as earworms, in any given individual these persistent bits
of music can cause anything from mild annoyance to diﬃculty in sleeping. Sometimes
we may know the origins of these earworms; sometimes we may not. If the music has
lyrics or text, ﬁnding the source material may be as easy as ﬁring up Google and typing in
a fragment or two of the lyrics, in which case powerful text information retrieval algorithms will locate hundreds, if not thousands, of matches within a fraction of a second.
Suppose, however, that your query is not a fragment of lyrics, but the melody of
the earworm itself. How do you go about searching for the original musical work? This is
no small question.
What is Music Information Retrieval?
Remarkably, for a ﬁeld that is now over half a century old, few resources on the
subject attempt to deﬁne the term “music information retrieval”—or at least to consoli-
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date what we understand to be involved. Even Michael Kassler’s 1966 article “Toward
Musical Information Retrieval” in the journal Perspectives of New Music, widely considered to be one of the ﬁrst papers published in the ﬁeld, situates the reader in medias res;
he gives little exposition on the topic—and duly apologizes for the lack thereof—even as
he goes on to speculate how music information retrieval would beneﬁt a busy musicologist, pressed for time but with a musical theory to test. Not even the website of the International Society for Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR) presents anything approaching
a summative deﬁnition of the term. It is therefore worthwhile to construct at least a
working deﬁnition of music information retrieval, which I give below:
Music information retrieval is the retrieval of information encoded within, generated from, and hidden in the deep structure of music that is represented as an audio
stream, symbolic data (ASCII text), or timestamped sound events for the purpose of
conducting musical analysis, classiﬁcation, identiﬁcation, or some combination of these.
The query may consist of an audio sample, time-indexed pitches, or symbolic music data.
The information requested may be a fragment or channel of an audio stream, a section
of a document containing symbolic music data, or metadata representing known features
(e.g. composer or genre—easy to ﬁnd) or generated features (e.g. mood or aﬀect—often
diﬃcult to generate or impute) of the music in question.
As one might expect from a discipline with such a broad name, music information
retrieval in reality is comprised of several sub-ﬁelds, each of which takes an interest in a
diﬀerent type of musical information and has diﬀerent applications for that information.
A highly cross-disciplinary ﬁeld, music information retrieval requires knowledge not
only of music and information science, but of music perception and cognition as well
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(Byrd & Crawford, 2002). Downie (2003) identiﬁes seven of what he calls “facets” of
music information retrieval: pitch-based, temporal, harmonic, timbral, editorial, textual,
and bibliographic; each of these facets may be of more or less interest to the various
disciplines that contribute to the ﬁeld. For the purpose of this project, and to describe
example software applications of musical (or music-related) information, I loosely group
the desired information to be retrieved and/or analyzed into three basic types: metadata,
audio streams, and music notation. I will brieﬂy describe each of these.
Metadata-focused MIR
For software such as Spotify, which like any recommendation engine attempts
to build a personalized streaming experience based on previous selections, the musical
information of interest is chieﬂy the metadata derived from any given item in the service’s collection. Classiﬁers, driven by machine learning based on audio processing and
analysis, generate metadata for each item in the collection, with attributes that might
include keywords about the instrumentation (e.g. “acoustic bass” or “piano”), composer
and performer names, and one or more genre classiﬁcations. Generating recommendations thus becomes a problem for text-based algorithms that can navigate a taxonomy of
metadata; in this context, the information retrieval on the metadata ultimately functions
as a means of providing a customized playlist of music.
Audio Stream-focused MIR
Another subset of music information retrieval focuses on the characteristics of
audio waveforms and the signal processing and analysis thereof as the primary musical
information of interest. While applications like Pandora and Spotify certainly do depend
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on the same audio analysis techniques for classifying musical items in a collection, the
raw signal information is of greater importance in this subset of the ﬁeld. When analyzed,
audio stream information can be subjected to various forms of quantitative comparisons;
this work drives applications such as Shazam and forms the backbone of melodic similarity techniques that have been used to determine whether certain tracks of music infringe
the copyright of other tracks. Scholarship in this area of music information retrieval has
supported legal activity and the setting of judicial precedent for over forty years, and
continues to constitute one of the most active applications of music information retrieval.
For a sample of some of these cases, see Müllensiefer and Pendzich (2009).
Notation-focused MIR
Finally, in some cases the music notation itself—the notes, rhythms, melodies,
harmonies, etc.—constitutes the information of interest that is to be retrieved. The very
building blocks of music itself, when encoded into machine-readable formats, create
a rich and multidimensional dataset. A growing body of work addresses this aspect of
music information retrieval, and it is this subset of the ﬁeld with which this thesis is
concerned. Chapter 2 will provide a more detailed overview of notation-focused music
information retrieval and the techniques that have been developed in this area.
Toward a Musical Search Engine
Recalling the question posed at the beginning of this chapter—how to search for
music when all you have is the melody—J. Stephen Downie writes:
Imagine a world where you walk up to a computer and sing the song
fragment that has been plaguing you since breakfast. The computer accepts your oﬀ-key singing, corrects your request, and promptly suggests
to you that “Camptown Races” is the cause of your irritation. You conﬁrm
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the computer’s suggestion by listening to one of the many MP3 ﬁles it has
found. Satisﬁed, you kindly decline the oﬀer to retrieve all extant versions
of the song, including a recently released Italian rap rendition and an
orchestral score featuring a bagpipe duet. (Downie, 2003)
What Downie describes here is a type of musical search engine, one that takes in
audio queries as input and returns audio data as a result (and also presumably textual data
as well). The idea of using audio as input for a musical search application is not exactly
new. Something of this functionality is already available in the form of applications such
as Shazam, ﬁrst introduced in 1999, which allow a user to capture an audio sample via a
microphone; the application then identiﬁes the music by matching the audio waveform
sample. This type of search requires no user-generated input (because it is captured from
an existing recording and, presuming good quality audio in both the original source and
the user’s sample, is therefore free from any user-introduced errors) and is meant ultimately to match to a particular recorded track—Shazam is a “musical search engine” only
inasmuch as it may identify a song or piece of music when it ﬁnds a track whose audio
stream most closely matches the sample captured by the user. What Downie describes,
then, is essentially a Shazam application that tolerates a user-sourced, highly imprecise
query.
While such a system would undoubtedly be easy to use, there are drawbacks to
Downie’s hypothetical audio-based approach—namely, the user’s singing and the need
for the computer ultimately to transform the sung input into encoded musical data. Given
this, it makes sense to oﬀer, for those end-users already literate in music notation, an
interface that removes the imprecision of singing from the picture entirely—one that can
perform a direct conversion of music notation into the ASCII-based textual representation
that any music information retrieval system will require. Donald Byrd writes:
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It seems obvious that—in the face of MIDI and, especially, audio as
alternatives—CMN [conventional music notation] as a basis for a music
retrieval system will be of interest only to those with some knowledge of
CMN. On the other hand, for Western music of the last few centuries, at
least, CMN is arguably the best graphic representation ever developed: it
has value purely as a user-interface device. (Byrd, 2001)
While Downie’s example is optimized by design for what might be called a
low-ﬁdelity query, compensating for musical information that may be missing or obscured by the user, additional dimensions of information or feature spaces often lead to
more sophisticated searching techniques. Music notation at least oﬀers the potential user
of a musical search engine the opportunity to provide the maximum amount of musical
information possible; it is always easier to convert high-ﬁdelity musical data into lower-ﬁdelity musical data than vice versa (Byrd & Crawford, 2002).
Of course, much still depends upon the musical abilities of our hypothetical user.
The ability to translate any fragment of music in the mind’s ear into music notation plays
an enormous role in the quality of a query. As with any search engine, user-sourced
queries remain susceptible to a number of complicating factors, i.e., errors, arising from
naturally imperfect human recall. Melodic contour queries, which permit the user to
specify only a direction of melodic motion between two consecutive notes—either “up”
or “down”—oﬀer some remedy here; see the discussions of Themeﬁnder and Musipedia
in chapter 2.
These potential user errors complicate typical text-based searches as well, but
while techniques exist to handle imperfect text queries, the picture becomes quite a bit
more complicated when dealing with music, where small diﬀerences in pitch, rhythm,
metric placement, and other features can have signiﬁcant consequences for the matches
considered musically plausible.
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The idea behind a music notation-based search engine is simple enough: enter a
query in music notation, and ﬁnd matches for the query by searching through the content
of the music notation encoded into a machine-readable format—that is to say, symbolic
music data. For example, the simple query in Figure 1 might produce the matches seen
in Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5. Matches for the query are shown with red
note heads; subsequent appearances of the query pattern within the excerpts are marked
in blue and green (including matches that extend beyond the excerpt given but still begin
within the notation shown, as in Figure 3).

Figure 1. A simple, short query

Figure 2. J.S. Bach, Chorale Herr Gott, dich loben wir, BWV 328, mm. 25–26

Figure 3. J.S. Bach, Well-Tempered Clavier (Book 2), Fugue in E Major, BWV 878,
mm. 1–4
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I
Violins
II

Figure 4. W.A. Mozart, Symphony No. 41 in C Major, 4th movement, K. 551, mm. 1–4

Violin

Fortepiano

Figure 5. W.A. Mozart, Sonata for Fortepiano and Violin in E-flat Major, K. 481, mm.
105–112
As we will see in Chapter 2, the challenges to producing even this modest output
are anything but simple. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the ﬁrst measures of their respective
pieces and are thus incipits, which are short excerpts, usually at most a few measures
long, showing the opening music of any particular piece or movement thereof. Some
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existing MIR tools and techniques concern themselves primarily—or even solely—with
incipits, following what might be called an historical model for a prototypical use case for
music information retrieval, as we will also see in the next chapter.1 Figure 2 and Figure
5 appear, by contrast, embedded deeper within their source material (Figure 2 starts with
the last beat of measure 24 of the Bach chorale), and thus we would require an MIR
technique able to process entire pieces of music in order to locate them.
Figure 2 presents an exact match; its pitches and rhythm are entirely unchanged
from the original query. On the other hand, the excerpts from the Bach fugue, the Mozart
symphony, and the Mozart violin sonata all display various transformations: Figure 3
and Figure 5 are transposed; they represent the same sequence of melodic intervals, but
starting on diﬀerent pitches than the original query—that is to say, they are transposition-invariant (see chapter 2). Note also that all the results with the exception of the Bach
chorale (exact match) exhibit rhythmic transformation as well; the match in the Mozart
symphony shows a direct scaling of the durations of each pitch (from quarter notes to
whole notes), while the Bach fugue and the Mozart violin sonata change the durations
and rhythmic ratios between notes relative to the original query. Finally, it is important
to note that the ordering of the examples here does not imply relevance as a match for
the query; in fact the Bach chorale might rank as somewhat less relevant, even though it

1 For an example of a MIR tool adopted for use with incipits, see the “Plaine and Easie Code System
for Musicke” proposed in Brook and Gould (1964) and Brook (1965). John Howard notes that “while
the Plaine and Easie Code has not been adopted for broad general use in music bibliography, it has been
selected by the Répertoire Internationale des Sources Musicales (RISM) as the basis for encoding musical
incipits in a major bibliographic project: RISM Series A/II, an automated, world-wide inventory of music
manuscripts of the period ca. 1600–1800. RISM’s implementation of the code adapts it to certain considerations of local systems design and introduces some minor changes to the encoding orthography and syntax...” (Howard, 1997, pp. 363–364). In addition to showing how the Plaine and Easie Code works primarily with incipits, Howard also provides a useful reminder that implementations of systems sometimes must
diverge somewhat from their original design in order to adapt to a local use case with as much ﬂexibility as
possible.
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presents an exact match, because it is just a subsection of a much longer chorale melody,
whereas the Bach fugue and the Mozart symphony both use the entirety of the query
pattern as fundamental thematic material, and the Mozart violin sonata repeats the query
pattern multiple times in musical sequences that bridge sections of the ﬁrst movement. A
robust framework for music information retrieval would not only allow control over how
such transformations and relevance calculations inform the matches returned in response
to any search, but it would do so without requiring the end-user to remember for themselves which of these ﬁlters apply to any given corpus of music.
A World of Possibilities
Eleanor Selfridge-Field, writing in Beyond MIDI: The Handbook of Musical
Codes, hints at the need for MIR systems that loosen the coupling between information
retrieval techniques themselves and the data with which they work:
Since encoding music by any system is laborious, there naturally arises an
interest in driving multiple applications from single data sets and in interchanging data sets between diﬀerent commercial applications intended
for a single purpose, such as music printing. The discussion of possible
schemes to facilitate the interchange of musical data is one that has already been in progress for many years.
The road to platform- and system-independent music … applications has
been full of cul-de-sacs, and the road to analytical applications is still a
dirt one, full of pot-holes … much remains to be done. (Selfridge-Field,
1997)
These remarks, though shaped by the technological limitations of the late 1990s,
show that it has long been known how much work would be required to develop mature
analytical applications (of which search engine algorithms are one type) for musical data.
It is almost diﬃcult to overstate the achievement that a truly robust search engine for
symbolic music data would represent. For example, a user could ﬁnd all instances of a
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particular folk or hymn tune used in many centuries worth of notated music, including
instances where the tune has undergone even fairly signiﬁcant transformations. Another
example might be ﬁnding passages in which bassoon, cello, and oboe play together as
soloists standing out from the rest of a work’s instrumentation, or ﬁnding a full musical
score given fragments of diﬀerent parts within it. Traditional musicological research
located such results by hand, with close analysis of the works under scrutiny; digital musicology has already begun to provide ways of doing some of these tasks, as will be seen
in the next chapter. As exciting as these possibilities seem, the current project and the
existing research that informs it clearly shows that we have a long way to go in realizing
such an advanced musical search engine.
Organization of the Rest of this Thesis
The remaining chapters in this thesis will show a potential way forward toward
this goal. Chapter 2 provides some background in music information retrieval and a
detailed—if far from exhaustive—accounting of the challenges attached to unlocking
encoded music notation as a suitably searchable corpus of data. I review existing research
in music information retrieval, particularly that area of the ﬁeld concerned with MIR
techniques for symbolic music data. I survey a number of tools that attempt to provide an
end-user with something of the functionality of a musical search engine: i.e., the ability
to submit queries containing some amount of musical data and see and/or hear resulting
matches. Finally, I highlight how the work in this thesis stands apart from these prior
eﬀorts.
Chapter 3 describes the design of the current project, Clef, a web application
aiming to provide a natural user interface for music notation-based queries and an exten-
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sible architecture for building a musical search engine running anywhere from one MIR
algorithm to, potentially, an ensemble of methods.
The name “Clef” comes of course from the eponymous notational symbol, which
indicates to the musician which pitches the ﬁve lines of any staﬀ of music notation represent. A clef always appears as the ﬁrst notational symbol on any staﬀ and is arguably the
most critical piece of information a musician needs; it tells them how to interpret nearly
all the music notation that follows. Etymologically, the word “clef” itself comes from
French, in which it means “key,” as in something one uses to open a lock; the French
comes in turn from the Latin clavis. Though it shares the same etymology, this meaning is
separate from the musical concept of “key,” which is a construct in tonal music that lends
musical function and signiﬁcance to certain pitches and harmonies relative to a particular
pitch, whose name also serves as the base name of the key, e.g. E-ﬂat major.
I chose the name “Clef” for its Latinate meaning; a search engine can be considered as a “key” that opens a corpus of data to exploration and analysis. In a more technical sense, any data store depends upon “keys” to identify records and link them to one
another, for example, “primary keys” and “foreign keys” in a relational database model. A
name that holds etymological, musical, and technical signiﬁcance strikes me as a natural
choice for a software application that encompasses all three of these aspects.
Chapter 4 examines the implementation of Clef, including the organization of the
application environment, technological choices, and the software development process.
Clef, in its eﬀort to provide an extensible framework, makes use of Docker, software that
builds and manages application containers that contain just enough of an operating system (typically some ﬂavor of Linux) necessary to run application processes. Each of these
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Docker containers provides a resource to consume from/be consumed by another container, taking the modular nature of the application design further, to modular environments.
Chapter 5 presents a demonstration case of the Clef system, a string-based MIR
algorithm I call “Simplehash.” This chapter covers how an algorithm container processes
a set of symbolic music data, receives a query (also represented as symbolic music data),
and returns results to the main Clef system.
Chapter 6 describes the particular challenges I encountered in building Clef,
including observations of my experience developing both a framework and an application
that consumes the framework, as well as some initial thoughts about further directions for
development. Finally, I outline aspects that I believe will be necessary to any successful
future musical search engine.
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2
Music Information Retrieval: History, Challenges, Techniques, and Implementations

Music information retrieval as a concept has a long history, one best tracked
through the evolution of what is generally now called a thematic catalogue or thematic
index. Writing in the Grove Dictionary of Music, Barry S. Brook deﬁnes a thematic
catalogue as “an index to a group of musical compositions that incorporates citations
of their opening notes (incipits), or principal melodic features (themes), or both. These
citations may be given in various forms, such as conventional notes, neumes, tablatures,
syllables, numbers, letters or computer codes” (Brook, 2001, §1). The terminology itself
dates to the 18th century; early examples of music information retrieval through thematic
catalogues stretch, however, to diﬀerent periods depending upon whether the catalogue in
question functioned as a mnemonic aid (11th century) or as a lookup mechanism (late 16th
century). (Brook, 2001, §2i, ii) The ﬁeld of music information retrieval as it exists today
arguably originates with the latter function.
One of the more famous examples, the Bach Gesellschaft Ausgabe of the
mid-nineteenth century, shows that collected editions of music by a given composer often
included a thematic index: a list of the works contained in the edition, each work paired
with a musical incipit. This practice continues today, not only in scholarly collected
editions but also within volumes of commercially available sheet music, as seen in this
thematic index for the Henle edition of Book I of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Well-Tempered
Clavier, presented in Figure 6:
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Figure 6. Thematic index of Book I of J.S. Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier, G. Henle
edition
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This organization works well enough for small collections of music but taken
to an extreme, the thematic index approach leads to curious artifacts such as Harold
Barlow and Sam Morgenstern’s 1948 volume A Dictionary of Musical Themes, which
contains approximately 10,000 entries.1 Downie (2003) mentions several other indices of
broadly similar design. Obviously, this approach has natural limitations. Most obviously,
such hand-curated collections introduce the biases, intentional or unintentional, of their
curators; VanHandel (2016) raises this point with respect to the Dictionary of Musical
Themes, noting that previous studies that have relied upon the Dictionary have not fully
accounted for its “under-representation of the German Baroque and … over-representation of Romantic composers of questionable historical signiﬁcance” (VanHandel, 2016).
There is, however, a more mundane problem with the curated thematic index problem:
corpus size. Thematic indices have trouble scaling up to include larger collections of
music: what would Barlow and Morgenstern have done with 100,000 themes—or 1
million? What if a user wishes to ﬁnd music by criteria other than those that the authors
selected? Faced with these limitations, the need for machine-readable musical data and
computer-based music information retrieval becomes clear.
Michael Kassler published in 1966 and 1970 two of the earliest papers on computer-based music information retrieval, demonstrating an interest in the subject that
stretches back decades before personal computers appeared in homes and classrooms.2 In
both papers Kassler describes a “simple programming language” called MIR (showing
1 Barlow and Morgenstern followed two years later with the Dictionary of Opera and Song Themes of
1950, possibly implying, in a fashion reminiscent of Ambrose Bierce, that opera and song themes count as
something other than music.
2 A scholar of the English composer Samuel Wesley (1766–1837) with additional interests in music
theorist Heinrich Schenker (1868–1935) and composer Arnold Schönberg (1874–1951), Kassler epitomizes
the origins of computer-based music information retrieval: musicologists and/or music theorists interested
in the application of computational processes to analytical questions of music theory.
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that the acronym for “music information retrieval” has existed essentially as long as the
term itself) that proposes a state-machine-like approach to searching through symbolic
music data (Kassler, 1966, 1970). For inhabiting such a distinctive position as the author
of some of the earliest published work in the ﬁeld, Kassler curiously avoids discussing
the enormous challenges of music information retrieval. More curious still, he seems not
to have imagined broader applications for the ﬁeld; to wit, he concludes his 1966 paper
in Perspectives of New Music by appealing to music librarians “not to abdicate their
professional responsibility to establish and maintain the best possible musical information
systems for systematic musicological research” (Kassler, 1966, p. 67).3 Faced with a ﬁnite
supply of professional music librarians, we must instead ﬁnd our way toward computational techniques that can accommodate a broad spectrum of musical inquiry. The next
section will describe some of the factors at work in creating and evaluating techniques of
music information retrieval.
Challenges of Music Information Retrieval
After Kassler, however, no small number of scholars have reported on the signiﬁcant challenges facing the ﬁeld of music information retrieval, and particularly that subset
of the ﬁeld dealing with Western art music and notation in the form of symbolic music
data, including: Selfridge-Field (1997; 1998), Byrd (2001), Byrd and Crawford (2002),
Downie (2003; 2004), and others.
Nevertheless, the corpus of notated Western music that spans approximately a

3 Kassler’s appeal seems to suggest an assumption that music librarians should or would continue to
function as primary points of entry for most music information retrieval tasks—in short, he seems not to
have anticipated applications such as Shazam, Pandora, Spotify, etc. which, as described in the previous
chapter, are products of research in audio- and metadata-focused music information retrieval, and which
place access to music information retrieval technology squarely in the hands of the end-user.
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thousand years—containing music of myriad styles, functions, and techniques ranging
from sacred monophonic chant to large-scale symphonies—presents an extraordinarily
rich trove of data that has essentially remained out of reach as content searchable in a
musically salient way. (I use “musically salient” here to mean something akin to idiomatic or semantic relevance in textual information retrieval.)
A signiﬁcant part of the problem lies in the density of information represented
in conventional music notation.4 Every note in a composition can take on an astonishing
number of attributes including, but not limited to:
 Pitch
 Octave
 Duration
 Temporal Location (absolute, as within the whole composition or the
current movement)
 Temporal Location (relative, as within a measure, possibly with respect to
beat or meter)
 Scale Degree (contextually determined by the musical key), or Tone
Number (for atonal and serial music)
 Membership in a chord, if applicable
 Dynamic (desired volume, e.g. loud, forte; or soft, piano)
 Articulation (staccato, accent, ornamentation)
 Instrumentation (what instrument or voice sounds the note)
 Voice (in the music theory sense)
4 For deﬁnitions of the musical terms presented in the following list, and also used throughout this thesis,
the reader is referred to the Harvard Dictionary of Music 4th ed., D.M. Randel (Ed.), 2003, Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press.
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Figure 7, from Selfridge-Field (1997), shows some of these attributes in a notational context (n.b. “chromatic inﬂection” is more commonly known as an “accidental”):

Figure 7. Notational attributes, in “Describing Musical Information”
This list does not even account for larger-scale features not speciﬁc to individual
notes that may be present in a musical composition of the Western Common Practice
period, such as: polyphonic imitation, phrase structure, formal divisions (e.g., in sonata
form, exposition, development, and recapitulation), and multiple movements within a
single work. While not necessarily part of the “raw” musical information itself, these
features still provide important contextual information that should, in an ideal musical
search system, allow for ﬁltering by the user, e.g. limiting results to ﬁrst movements of
symphonies, or to sections of music containing contrapuntal imitation.
From even this cursory survey, it is clear that the corpus of notated music presents
any interested developer or user of music information retrieval with a dataset of high dimensionality. Each attribute or feature of a note in a composition adds another dimension
of information which potentially might contain musically salient data; these many features would then need to be indexed and/or searched in order to improve the robustness of
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musical matching algorithms. Downie (2003) suggests that introducing too many musical
features may in fact prove counterproductive, but he raises this point primarily to say that
allowing for greater representational completeness merely aﬀords the “musically naïve
information seeker” more opportunities to introduce errors that could lead to matching
failures or, worse, false positives (Downie, 2003, p. 312). In terms of the performance of
an algorithm, it is imperative that accounting for more than a handful of musical features
does not turn what might be a linear time or log time problem into an exponential time
problem; the sheer volume of music that could eventually be searched would make any
algorithm running in exponential time impractical for real use on very large corpora. Efﬁcient indexing thus remains a critical challenge for any search tool aimed at widespread
use.
For many cases, when it comes to querying symbolic music datasets, it is also
frequently desirable that the methods of music information retrieval executed be, at a
minimum, both transposition-invariant—that is, the pitches of the query must be allowed
to be transposed in order to match patterns in the dataset—and time-scale invariant,
meaning that the rhythmic proportions of the query must be allowed to match any pattern
exhibiting the same rhythmic proportions, e.g. a melodic subject in either augmentation
or diminution still possesses the same rhythmic proportions as the prime form. Without
this invariance, music information retrieval would be far more limited, mostly to exact
forms of matching—but this may in fact desired behavior. Whether or not to use a MIR
method that is transposition-invariant and/or time-scale invariant is likely a decision best
left to the end-user.
Beyond technical considerations, the complexity and nuance inherent in human
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musical cognition and perception presents no less a challenge to the development of
robust music information retrieval algorithms, for the reason that we are often able to
discern some amount of similarity between music that otherwise would not present
as similar. While this thesis does not focus on music cognition and perception, a brief
example can help demonstrate the gap between human and machine music information
retrieval skills. Consider the following three subjects from J.S. Bach’s The Art of Fugue:

Figure 8. J.S. Bach, The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080, Contrapunctus 1

Figure 9. J.S. Bach, The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080, Contrapunctus 7

Figure 10. J.S. Bach, The Art of Fugue, BWV 1080, Canon per Augmentationem in
Contrario Motu
A human listener would have little diﬃculty recognizing the ﬁrst two subjects,
from Contrapunctus I and Contrapunctus 7, as musically related—mostly on the basis of
rhythmic proportions and contour motion (e.g. leap down, step up, step up, etc.)—and
perhaps would struggle somewhat to recognize the relationship of the third subject (one
of the canons) to the main subject, depending upon the musical acuity of the listener.
Based solely on quantitative melodic similarity measures, certain types of computer algorithm might likely not conclude that the second two subjects are much related to the ﬁrst,
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due to the number and type of transformations required to obtain the second two subjects
from that of Contrapunctus 1.5
Melodic similarity is also not the only dimension in which a human listener
might perceive a musically salient relationship that an algorithm or ensemble of algorithms might overlook. This same perceptual problem may also happen with harmonic
progressions—but the harmonies in question may not necessarily occur consecutively;
they might occupy the whole of a section of music, such as the ﬁrst half of a binary form.
Rhythmic similarity and perhaps even textural similarity fall additionally into this gap.
For a detailed discussion of cognitive similarity issues in music, see Narmour (1990),
Tighe and Dowling (1993), Temperley (2001), and Selfridge-Field (2004).
Perhaps owing to these issues of perceptual complexity, as well as to the high
degree of musical training required to interact with this type of dataset, music analysis
has traditionally been conducted by academic specialists, particularly if the analysis seeks
to describe the musical techniques at work in a given example. Musicology and music
theory concern themselves primarily with this sort of scholarship, and it is only relatively
recently that computer-aided musical analysis has moved toward the mainstream of
musicological research.
A Survey of MIR Techniques for Symbolic Music Data
This section gives an overview of some of the music information retrieval techniques that scholars have proposed to tackle the complexities of musical data as described

5 The mirror fugues could present an even greater problem, and presumably Contrapunctus 14—a
quadruple fugue meant to combine three diﬀerent fugue subjects, one of which begins with the intervallic
melodic motif representing Bach’s name, with the original subject of Contrapunctus 1, but which Bach
never ﬁnished—is out entirely unless one of the many “solutions” including the original subject as stated in
Contrapunctus 1 is included in the dataset.
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in the preceding section. Broadly classiﬁed, almost all music information retrieval techniques for symbolic music data developed to date fall into one of two categories: stringbased techniques, and geometry-based techniques. I will survey a sampling of techniques
from each category.
String Techniques for Music Information Retrieval
String matching techniques for music information retrieval leverage existing approaches to textual information retrieval that deal primarily with string manipulations as
measures of similarity. These techniques begin with the representation of music as either
plaintext or hashed strings, which encode at most a small subset of musical features—
sometimes no more than pitch (and maybe rhythm). For example, a naïve representation
of the incipit of Johann Sebastian Bach’s two-part Invention No. 2 in C minor (BWV
773), shown below in Figure 11, might look as follows:
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Figure 11. J.S. Bach, Two-Part Invention No. 2 in C minor, BWV 773, mm. 1–2
The string representation is the series of notes, encoded with one or two characters, using the traditional German nomenclature in which H refers to B-natural, while B
itself refers to B-ﬂat. “Es” and “As” refer to E-ﬂat and A-ﬂat, respectively. Given this
string, algorithms based on string techniques would measure its similarity to some query
string Q by calculating the number and kind of transformations required to obtain the
string in Figure 11 from the query Q.
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Crawford, Iliopoulos, and Raman (1998) provide one of the most thorough
surveys of music information retrieval techniques based on string-matching algorithms,
which to date rank among the most eﬀective methods for searching monophonic symbolic music data. They cover some of the most central problems in music information retrieval, numbered here (list is not comprehensive) according to their “type” classiﬁcation
in Crawford et al. (1998):
1. Exact matching;
2. Exact matching with deletions;
3. Identifying exact repetitions of musical material between voices
(non-overlapping and overlapping);
4. Identifying exact transformations such as inversion, retrograde, and
retrograde inversion, etc.;
5. Identifying a pattern that may distribute itself across multiple musical
voices;
6. Identifying a pattern occurring as a chord across multiple voices, a common feature of contrapuntal music;
7. Approximate matching of a pattern by applying weighted transformations
until an exact match is found; and
8. Identifying the “evolution” of a pattern through incremental changes.
A typical musicological/theoretical analysis as done by hand includes many of
these identiﬁcation tasks, and because these tasks can map rather straightforwardly to
common musical devices (repetition of phrases, strict imitation, etc.), it is easy enough
to ﬁnd examples in isolation that demonstrate the use of certain types of algorithms for
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certain situations; Crawford, Iliopoulos, and Raman give the theme of the fourth movement of Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony as a case for Type 1 and Type 6 string-matching
algorithms, and BWV 669, the organ chorale prelude “Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit”
from Bach’s Klavierübung III, as a case for Type 3 algorithms. The problem, left mostly
unaddressed by Crawford et al., then becomes what to do with cases that are less than
ideal matches for a particular type of algorithm. (For example, what if a passage of music
is only 50% amenable to Type 8 algorithms and 40% amenable to Type 9 algorithms?)
Crawford et al. do not, moreover, consider the application of multiple algorithms to the
same subset of musical data—that is, using several algorithms in parallel to help increase
their collective fault tolerance. Though their assessment of the viability of various algorithmic approaches (both developed and undeveloped at publication time) is clearly informed by the storage, memory, and processor constraints of hardware available in 1998,
Crawford et al. (1998) are one of the few examples in the early MIR literature that gives
extensive consideration to the Big-O performance of the algorithms reviewed. Bainbridge
et al. (1999) and Lemström (2000) consider approximate string matching.
A 1990 paper in Computers and the Humanities by Marcel Mongeau and David
Sankoﬀ describes an approach to the comparison of two melodies or fragments of music
as a problem of sequence comparison, in which “any monophonic score may be regarded as a series of ordered pairs with the pitch of the note as the ﬁrst component and its
length as the second” (Mongeau & Sankoﬀ, 1990). The algorithm works to calculate the
dissimilarity between two melodies as a measure of how many transformations must be
applied to the ﬁrst melody in order to obtain the second melody. Mongeau and Sankoﬀ
(1990) identify three primary types of generalized transformations: deletion, insertion,
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and replacement, as well as two speciﬁc to music: consolidation (replacement of several
notes by a single note, e.g. consolidating four quarter notes into one whole note) and
fragmentation (replacement of a single note by several notes, e.g. expanding a whole note
into four quarter notes). Each of these transformations carries a weighted “cost” which
recognizes that some dissimilarities between melodies are more musically signiﬁcant
than others. Given its early emergence, Mongeau-Sankoﬀ has inspired a large subset of
edit distance-based string-matching techniques, which remain among the most eﬀective
algorithms for monophonic music (Gómez, Abad-Mota, and Ruckhaus, 2007). Gómez
has also implemented a version of the generalized Mongeau-Sankoﬀ approach using C++
and PostgresSQL (Gómez, 2016).
Some researchers have eschewed the edit distance or “Earth-mover’s distance”
technique in favor of an approach that treats the problem of music information retrieval
as an extension of the n-gram technique of traditional textual information retrieval, which
has a much longer and more robust history of development and reﬁnement. In text-based
information, an n-gram is a “character string formed from n adjacent characters within a
given text” and any text document may be scanned in “overlapping length-n subsections”
(Doraisamy & Rüger, 2004). The technique described by Doraisamy and Rüger involves
deriving n-grams containing interval and onset time ratio information calculated from
pitch and rhythm data, respectively; these n-grams are then mapped to character strings
based on functions applied to them within the distributions of pitch and rhythm—that is
to say, each musical n-gram is represented as a hash, which Doraisamy and Rüger call a
“musical word” (to distinguish from text words that may actually be encoded lyrics in the
musical data). The retrieval process then becomes, essentially, a hash-based lookup. They
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write that “musical words obtained from encoding the n-grams generated from polyphonic music pieces with text letters are used in the construction of index ﬁles. Queries, either
monophonic or polyphonic[,] are processed similarly. The query n-grams are used as
search words in a text search engine” (Doraisamy & Rüger, 2004). Among the advantages
of this approach is the fact that the n-gram technique performs comparatively well in
algorithmic runtime: hash-based lookup is generally quite fast, running in amortized constant time. Importantly, this technique can accommodate polyphonic music, one of few
music information retrieval approaches that currently can handle polyphony in symbolic
music data. One outstanding issue with the n-gram approach is that of search result ranking; Doraisamy and Rüger (2001) do not address ranked retrieval at all, and only begin to
mention the problem in their 2004 paper—though it is worth noting that relatively little
research in MIR for symbolic music data speciﬁcally addresses the “relevance” question
of search results. As of this writing, no open-source repository containing an implemented algorithm based on musical n-grams appears to exist.6
Dovey (2001) outlines an approach that works somewhat similarly to the n-grams
technique described earlier in this chapter. As with n-grams, the technique involves
grouping musical events by what is essentially an onset time index—i.e., when in the
time index of a musical piece any given note is sounded—sometimes described, as Dovey
does, as the notational analog of a player piano roll, a mechanical technology that used
a roll of stiﬀ paper with punch-outs for notes to control a player piano (Dovey, 2001).
The algorithm constructs a matrix based on sequence comparison with a given number
of allowable degrees of freedom concerning how many musical events present in the
6 Mentioned later in this chapter, the Peachnote Musical Ngram Viewer by Vladimir Viro does use
n-grams for constructing its index, but neither the code nor the processed data is open source. See Viro
(2011).
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search query are permitted to be absent in the subset of a musical document that would be
returned as a match. Dovey compares his approach to a common pattern matching device:
regular expressions.
In computer science, a regular expression (informally known as “regex”) is a
formal sequence of characters that a specialized processor can use as a pattern for searchand search and replace-type operations. Regular expressions allow the user to specify
highly precise criteria that must be satisﬁed in order for the regex processor to ﬁnd a
match in the content under search; in this way the user has something of a control for
exactness—a desirable thing in music information retrieval since the musical salience of
a searched fragment to a query does not necessarily correlate with the exactness of the
match (consider again the Bach subjects in Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10). Dovey’s
comparison to regular expressions stems chieﬂy from this control of degrees of freedom
with respect to attributes such as pitch and duration; for example, in the same way that
the regular expression pattern “[2-5]” would match only numeric characters between
2 and 5 (inclusive), the XML query containing the expression <note pitch.min=”9”
pitch.max=”20” /> would match notes in the pitch range of 9 to 20, using Walter Hewl-

ett’s base-40 pitch representation (see Hewlett, 1992).
While string matching and n-grams would seem to oﬀer extremely powerful
search capability, they are not without problems. The next section describes one such
limitation, with the edit distance technique.
Limitations of String Techniques: An Example
Cliﬀord et al. (2006) stress that string-based methods face some limitations, in
particular methods based on the edit distance technique. The foundational assumption
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behind this technique is that items that are more similar have a smaller edit distance. (It
also appears to assume that edit distance is measured on an absolute scale.) Cliﬀord et al.
present an example problem highlighting the limitations using musical embellishment.
Figure 12 from Cliﬀord et al. (2006) shows two sequences, a plain arpeggio written
in quarter notes (A), and the same arpeggio embellished with sixteenth notes (B). The
original arpeggio notes are shown in red.

A

B

Figure 12. An ascending arpeggio and its embellishment
This shows that, due to the number of insertions into (A) required to obtain (B),
even a very musically simple embellishment of a short query pattern results in an edit
distance too great for the perceived musical similarity between the query and its embellishment, essentially resulting in a false negative. They note, however, that permitting
too large of an edit distance would result in a plethora of false positives. It is possible,
though, that reﬁnements to an edit distance technique such as those described in Gómez
et al. (2007) for the Mongeau-Sankoﬀ melodic similarity measure would ameliorate some
of these potential false positive cases. Cliﬀord et al. (2006) continue:
Another problem with string-based approaches to musical pattern matching arises when we search in polyphonic music. Speciﬁcally, if we do
not know the voice to which each note belongs or if we are interested in
patterns containing notes from two or more voices, then the number of
passage-length strings required to represent the passage fully is exponential in the number of distinct onsets; if we don’t search all of these strings,
we risk missing occurrences of the query. (Cliﬀord et al., 2006)
They show that some of the shortcomings of string-based techniques using edit
distance can be overcome by treating music “as a set of points (or line segments) in
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multi-dimensional Euclidean space,” most frequently the two dimensions of time and
pitch (Cliﬀord et al. 2006, p. 151). This is the foundation for the other main category of
music information retrieval approaches for symbolic music data: geometry-based techniques.
Geometric Techniques for Music Information Retrieval
Alternatively, rather than treating melodies as hashed strings, it is possible to represent melodic fragments as curvilinear shapes (in the case of melodic contour approaches) or sets of points (in the case of spatial subset approaches), most often plotted on a grid
whose x-axis represents time and whose y-axis represents pitch, as noted by Cliﬀord et al.
(2006). For a simple example see Figure 13, from Julián Urbano (2014):

Figure 13. Music represented as a curvilinear spline
When paired with the original music notation, it is easy to see in Figure 13 how
the curvilinear shapes model not only the step- and leap-wise motion of a musical fragment but its rhythmic proportions as well. Urbano (2014) describes the geometric representation of music in his melodic contour approach as follows:
Melodies are represented as curves in the pitch-time plane, arranging notes
according to their pitch height and onset time. For the pitch dimension we
use a directed interval representation, while for the time dimension we use
the onset ratio between successive notes. We then calculate the interpolating curve passing through the notes. From that point on, only the curves
are used to compare the similarity between melodies. (Urbáno, 2014)
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He continues:
A melody is thus represented as a sequence of spline spans, each of which
can be considered the same as an n-gram. Given two arbitrary melodies,
we compare them with a sequence alignment algorithm, which computes
the diﬀerences between two spans based on their geometry. (Urbáno,
2014)
This line segment approach, which builds on ideas also proposed in Lubiw and
Tanur (2004) and Aloupis et al. (2006), shows that some amount of crossover exists
between geometric and string techniques, in the use of n-gram methods and particularly
the process of windowing, which scans through source data in overlapping segments of a
predeﬁned length, narrowing the search space for each treatment of the query. Note that
this approach diﬀers from a string-based melodic contour comparison, in which contour
tokens—for example, “U” for a melodic interval that goes up and “D” for a melodic
interval that goes down—would still likely be subject to hash-based lookup. Geometric
melodic contour matching can, by comparison, produce a quantitative measure of similarity. Urbano has implemented a version of this approach as a Java program called MelodyShape (Urbano, 2016).
Another geometric technique uses points, rather than curvilinear segments, to represent musical dimensions, usually pitch and duration/time at a minimum, and sometimes
with note onset information as well. If a query Q and a musical source S are cast as sets
of points in a Euclidean space, as noted by Cliﬀord et al. (2006), the point-set pattern of
query Q can then be put through various translations until a probable match with a source
text S is achieved. Romming and Selfridge-Field (2007) describe a geometric algorithm
using a metric called minimum Hausdorﬀ distance, which bears some similarity to the
familiar kNN, or k-nearest neighbors, technique of machine learning classiﬁers. The
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Hausdorﬀ approach aims to ﬁnd the smallest radius around any point (note) in the query
pattern such that said radius around all notes in the query pattern contains at least one
note per radius in the source point set. Romming and Selfridge-Field also consider the
maximal subset matching algorithm presented by Ukkonen et al. (2003) and Cliﬀord et al.
(2006). The largest subset of points in the search pattern that can be translated to obtain
matching points in the source text is known as the maximal match. The point-set geometric technique is of particular importance due to its eﬀectiveness in handling polyphonic
music.
Other Techniques
Other approaches not mentioned in this chapter include examining relative interval slope, in Lemström (1999); weighted point sets, in Typke et al. (2004); and heuristic
modeling for search relevance ranking, in Dovey and Crawford (1999). As the next
section will show, there exists a relatively signiﬁcant gap between music information
retrieval techniques that have garnered focus in the research to date and implementations
of these same techniques in full-featured software tools.
Developed Implementations
Much of the previously described work in music information retrieval exists
solely as research or as “proof-of-concept” implementations whose results in tests such as
MIREX tasks scholars present in journals of information science or digital musicology,
or at conferences like that of ISMIR, the International Society for Music Information
Retrieval. Still, some scholars and developers have built publicly-available music information retrieval tools, usually for speciﬁc repertoires and/or purposes. Typke et al. (2005)
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provide a survey of 17 diﬀerent systems for music information retrieval, some of which
deal with symbolic music data and others which primarily address audio music data. This
survey is now over a decade old, and as such, some of the tools surveyed as well as others
implemented for these ad hoc purposes are no longer operational. This section, though
not based on Typke et al. (2005), will present a number of these tools.
Themeﬁnder
Themeﬁnder is an elementary musical search engine developed by David Huron
(Huron et al., 2001; Droettboom et al., 2001). Its “goal is to retrieve works by their
important themes. These themes are manually determined ahead of time and placed in
an incipit database” (Droettboom et al., 2001, §3.1). It thus resembles—if not replicates
entirely—the thematic index approach to music information retrieval. Like Barlow and
Morgenstern’s A Dictionary of Musical Themes of 1948, Themeﬁnder imposes a manual
intervention, a set of human editorial decisions about what counts as a “theme,” much
less an “important” one, on the available raw dataset of symbolic music data before users
have even had a chance to query this dataset. In this respect it is diﬃcult to conclude
that Themeﬁnder represents much of an improvement over the Dictionary of roughly a
half-century earlier. Themeﬁnder’s user interface is shown in Figure 14 below:
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Figure 14. The user interface of Themeﬁnder
As seen here, Themeﬁnder’s user interface requires the end-user to learn a speciﬁc
query syntax and submit the query parameters as strings in traditional HTML form input
elements. The user can query on one of ﬁve diﬀerent aspects of a musical snippet:
 Pitch
 Interval
 Scale degree
 Gross contour
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 Reﬁned contour
Themeﬁnder does “not allow the user to combine these query types within a
single query in arbitrary ways … in addition, [it] does not have a notion of rhythmic
searching” (Droettboom et al., 2001, §3.1 para. 3). Droettboom points out moreover that
Themeﬁnder’s “entire database is linearly searched for the given search query string,”
making scaling impractical. For a more detailed discussion of Themeﬁnder, see Sapp,
Liu, and Selfridge-Field (2004).
Musipedia
Musipedia is a website maintained by Rainer Typke that provides a number of
diﬀerent ways to search for melodies, including GUI “keyboards” in both Flash and
JavaScript versions, melodic contour search, query by humming, and rhythmic search.
Its user interface oﬀers a small improvement over Themeﬁnder in that it does oﬀer a
clickable “keyboard” GUI that translates user inputs interactively into music notation
using the music engraving software Lilypond. The accuracy of the search results, even for
relatively simple queries, remains inconsistent, and the search results themselves attempt
to do more than the user asks or expects, even returning embedded YouTube videos of
the musical pieces matched. An example of Musipedia’s interface is shown in Figure 15
below:
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Figure 15. The user interface of Musipedia
Note that the output from the keyboard interface does not have any notion of metric signature and thus does not print barlines or beam notes together in expected ways for
a given meter. Not only does this prove confusing for a musician familiar with Common
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Practice repertoire, but the lack of a time signature additionally leaves out potentially
valuable data. (For example, in certain types of music, meter can add important information that helps narrow the plausible search results, e.g. a query in  might prefer waltzes
and/or minuets in the results.) The results retrieved by Musipedia, drawn from community-sourced collections of symbolic music data, skew heavily toward folk and traditional
songs; the ranking of these results also proves somewhat confusing, possibly due in part
to Musipedia’s heavy reliance on this particular corpus of music.
MELDEX
Meldex (a portmanteau of “melody” and “index”) was a search system designed
for users without formal musical training. Droettboom et al. (2001) write: “the user sings
a melody using a syllable with a strong attack such as ‘tah.’ The pitches of the melody
are determined using pitch-tracking, and the rhythm is quantized. The results are used as
the search query. The query is approximately matched to melodies in the database using
a fast-matching algorithm related to dynamic programming” (Droetboom et al., 2001,
§3.2). The databases available for searching contained folk songs only (Bainbridge,
1998). It is no longer online.
MelodicMatch
One of the more full-featured of the existing musical search tools, MelodicMatch,
by Philip Wheatland, is a closed-source project that aims primarily to conduct analysis
of MusicXML ﬁles. Unlike Themeﬁnder or Musipedia, MelodicMatch takes into account
the idea of search results in the context of a larger piece of music, showing the user where
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in various parts of a music document the software found a match for the search query, as
seen in the screenshot in Figure 16:

Figure 16. MelodicMatch
This is of course the behavior that any document-level search engine—that is
to say, a search engine that searches through entire musical works—would be expected
to implement, though doing this remains a fairly signiﬁcant task. Wheatland proposes
MelodicMatch as a tool for composers and musicologists interested in form and analysis,
and even for music editors and engravers to do automated proofreading of scores to be
printed. Its main beneﬁt is that it admits a user’s own symbolic music data as a dataset—all it requires is a utility to transform the user’s music into MusicXML. The obvious
shortcoming of MelodicMatch is that it is not publicly accessible as a search engine with
a web browser interface. MelodicMatch is no longer maintained as a commercial product,
but is still available for download (Wheatland, “MelodicMatch”, n.d.).
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The Josquin Research Project
The Josquin Research Project (JRP) is a web application hosted by Stanford
University for the purpose of searching and analyzing a corpus of music from approximately 1420–1520, representing a variety of Renaissance composers including Josquin
des Prez, Antoine Busnoys, Johannes Ockeghem, and Guillaume du Fay (Rodin & Sapp,
“The Josquin Research Project”, n.d.). Originating from work by musicologist Jesse
Rodin and developed in collaboration with Craig Sapp, the JRP allows users to perform
various analytical functions such as searching for instances of parallel ﬁfths or parallel
octaves, traditionally considered violations of the conventions of Western counterpoint
and voice leading, or perhaps ﬁnding unusual dissonances such as seconds, sevenths, and
augmented intervals, which did not begin to become more prevalent in polyphony until
later centuries. The search interface can be seen in the screenshot in Figure 17:

Figure 17. Search interface, The Josquin Research Project
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The scores available through the JRP are encoded in the Humdrum format (Rodin
& Sapp, “Information and Resources for Technical Users”, n.d.).7 Early music specialists
form the intended user base for the JRP; such specialists are typically both scholars and
performers of this particular repertoire, and have need both of high quality scores for
performance as well as analytical tools for conducting research on the works in this corpus. For an end-user in need of these speciﬁc tools, the JRP oﬀers a select set of carefully
developed and well-implemented user options.
Peachnote
Like its well-known inspiration, Google N-gram Viewer, Peachnote leverages the
concept of n-grams to provide users with a data visualization indicating time periods having scores containing the musical n-gram generated from the query submitted by the user.
Developed by Vladimir Viro, Peachnote draws upon several open-source datasets, including the International Music Score Library Project (sometimes referred to as the Petrucci
Music Library, but better known by its acronym, IMSLP) and the Library of Congress
(Viro, 2011). Peachnote stands out for the unusually large size of its searchable corpus—
over 160,000 scores—made possible through the use of optical music recognition (OMR)
technology. The screenshot in Figure 18 shows a typical user session in Peachnote.

7

See chapter 5 for more detail on the Humdrum format.
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Figure 18. Peachnote Music Ngram Viewer
It is worth noting that Peachnote’s results consist of what is essentially a pointer
to a page of score within a PDF, likely a product of its basis in OMR technology. While
useful for an experienced musician who would be able to spot an occurrence of the
n-gram in open score with only a modest idea of what they’re looking for on a page of
potentially unfamiliar notation, ideally a musical search tool would render the matching fragment of music in music notation within the initial display of the search result
itself. For melodic queries, Peachnote handles up to a maximum of 15 notes (1-grams
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to 15-grams); for other types of musical material, such as chords, its search capabilities
prove far more limited (Viro, “Music Ngram Viewer”, 2011).
Implementations under Development
Tools for music information retrieval continue to develop apace, as do web-based
tools for general manipulation of symbolic music data. One of the most prominent tools
under continued development is the Single Interface for Music Searching and Score
Analysis, described in this section.
Single Interface for Music Searching and Score Analysis
The Single Interface for Music Searching and Score Analysis (SIMSSA) is a
family of projects hosted at McGill University and led by Ichiro Fujinaga. Its stated goals
are broad, encompassing everything from the “creation of a 21st-century architecture
for processing music documents” to “linking materials from the shelves of libraries and
museums from around the world in a single digital forum” (Fujinaga, Hankinson, and
Cumming, 2014; Fujinaga, “Single Interface for Music Score Searching and Analysis”,
n.d.). In practice, the SIMSSA family of projects has focused on developments of more
immediate use to academics and music librarians, such as optical music recognition and
digital extraction and indexing of printed music fragments embedded in otherwise textbased documents.
Most of the search capacity currently stems from the Electronic Locator of Vertical Interval Successions (ELVIS) project and its database of symbolic music data, which
oﬀers source ﬁles in formats such as MusicXML, MEI, and MIDI. As of this writing, the
ELVIS corpus features nearly 3,000 works by over 160 composers (ELVIS contributors,
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“ELVIS: Music Research with Computers”, 2018). Like the Josquin Research Project,
ELVIS is perhaps of greater use to early music specialists—indeed, ELVIS has a collection that speciﬁcally replicates the works available within the JRP; the distribution of
works in the ELVIS corpus generally tends toward music of the 14th – 17th centuries.
Like many existing implementations of MIR tools seen in the previous section,
searching ELVIS is accomplished with traditional HTML form inputs and text-based syntax; with continued development, however, ELVIS may eventually oﬀer a notation-based
interface for users interested in its particular corpus of music.
Summary
The existing work surveyed in this chapter makes it clear that music search engine
tools have a great deal of room for improvement, from better user interfaces that can
handle music notation in its native complexity to implementations of algorithms and
search techniques that themselves can leverage a more sophisticated query. Some tools
rely on older technologies such as Adobe Flash, whose use is rapidly declining due to
its well-known security vulnerabilities; as of this writing, Flash is disabled by default in
most browsers. In their eﬀorts to allow queries of many types, such as melodic entry by
text syntax, by contour, or by audio sampling via humming into a microphone—really,
any method that might entice users of little or no formal musical knowledge—some of
the existing implementations have not focused on providing a single, “best-possible”
service to the end user.
What is missing from almost all MIR implementations and tools to date is the
notion of a uniﬁed package consisting of a reusable graphical user interface, data store,
and “pluggable” algorithm structure—in short, a modular framework that can admit
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new components (a new algorithm, a new data source, etc.) while keeping a consistent
end-user interface. Decoupling the interface in this way oﬀers some protection against the
technological change mentioned in the preceding paragraph: when a particular technology inevitably declines in use as another interface technology ascends, a modular MIR
framework can simply adopt a new interface without aﬀecting the underlying viability of
the MIR tools themselves.
Among the multitude of daunting challenges facing the advancement of music
information retrieval, the lack of a comprehensive source of symbolic music data ranks as
one of the most immediate and signiﬁcant barriers (see chapter 6 for additional discussion
on datasets). Building a comprehensive source of data can be made much easier by providing an abstraction layer, such that new datasets may be “hooked in” without aﬀecting
how either the algorithms or the user interface consume that data—in essence, “creating”
a single source of data by providing a uniﬁed entry point to any number of corpora. For
symbolic music data-focused music information retrieval to progress toward an eventual
search engine of more than ad hoc capacity—that is to say, an open-ended search engine
in the style of Google’s single text search ﬁeld—such a central, extensible infrastructure
will be vital.
The following chapter will describe how the current project, Clef, aims to prototype just such a framework.
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3
The Design of Clef

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, Clef is the name chosen for the
current project, highlighting the role of a search engine as a “key” into various corpora of
data, referencing the technical concept of “keys” as they are involved in relating diﬀerent
records of information, and of course evoking the symbol in music notation that contextualizes all of the following notation. The previous chapter surveyed existing techniques for
music information retrieval of symbolic music data; this chapter will give a broad overview of the design of Clef, aspects of which the following chapter, on implementation,
will discuss in greater detail.
Clef seeks to stand out from previous eﬀorts in musical search tools in two principal ways. Firstly, Clef aims to provide an intuitive front-end user interface focused on
music notation, in the form of a single-page web application leveraging an in-browser
music notation editor. Byrd (2001) makes a case for the use of music notation as a graphical user interface (GUI), as mentioned in Chapter 1. A user interface built around music
notation has the advantage of not requiring the end-user already familiar with conventional music notation to learn, in the moment of use, an ASCII-based syntax speciﬁc to
the particular music information retrieval tool being used. Additionally, any user having
experience with other GUI software for music engraving—Noteﬂight or MuseScore on
the web; Finale or Sibelius on desktops—will ﬁnd Clef’s music notation editor interface
familiar. While some HTML form elements must be present in any search interface, Clef
aims to reduce their number to those that remain absolutely necessary, and to replace
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open-entry elements such as text inputs with enumerated elements such as checkboxes
and select elements.
Secondly, Clef should provide a modular framework for extending the system
with additional music information retrieval algorithms/methods and datasets of symbolic
music data. As suggested at the conclusion of the preceding chapter, music information
retrieval has hitherto operated on a highly ad hoc basis: algorithms are designed to test a
particular technique, or for a particular repertoire of music; symbolic music datasets are
often tailored to a particular algorithm or technique, and those datasets that are reused
across projects, such as US RISM A/II or the Essen folksong collection, are of ﬁxed dimensions (e.g., incipits only).1 Existing tools, largely by necessity, provide a very speciﬁc
service. Clef is meant to bridge some of the individuality of these eﬀorts by providing a
common architecture through which algorithms are invoked and return their results to the
end-user.
The following sections will discuss fundamental aspects of the design for Clef,
including intended users, a sample use case, a broad overview of the components of Clef,
and functional requirements as they relate to each component.
Intended Users
For obvious reasons, the user base of an eventual symbolic music search engine
will likely never reach the near-global size of the user base of a traditional text-based
search engine such as Google. Prior eﬀorts in music information retrieval tools that
approximate search engines have either not focused on Western art music, or have ruled
out Western music altogether owing to the complexity of its representation in conven1

See footnote on page 9.
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tional music notation. Downie (2008) plainly states that “one needs to be able to read and
understand music to work with symbolic music representations in a non-trivial manner”;
such a requirement immediately narrows the proﬁle of the expected end-user of a musical search engine as compared with the average end-user of a text-based search engine
(Downie, 2008, p. 249). With this in mind, the intended user of Clef will be someone
who:
1.

Has knowledge of conventional music notation, and perhaps even some
knowledge of the conventions of Western music such as voice leading and
phrase structure; and

2.

Seeks to search within the corpus of what is generally understood to be
Western art music, or music that can be encoded with conventional music
notation.

The possible goals for this hypothetical user vary widely, which naturally leads to
a variety of use cases, some of which may only be supported by extending the functionality of Clef in future development. The following section describes some of these sample
use cases.
Use Case(s)
As Chapter 2 illustrated, one of the deﬁning features of music information retrieval algorithms and tools as implemented, historically and presently, is the speciﬁcity
of purpose that each tool assumes on the part of the end-user; for example, Peachnote’s
prototypical use case is a user who wants to ﬁnd out when a particular musical fragment
occurs, while the Josquin Research Project takes an approach to searching and analyzing
Renaissance polyphony that characterizes musicologist Jesse Rodin’s previous work in
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this area, presuming that the average use case describes a user wishing to conduct computer-assisted musicology in the same way. In contrast to these services, Clef does not
presuppose the end-user’s purpose in using the system: Clef operates based on the simple
premise behind a typical search engine as generally used—namely, to ﬁnd items that are
most similar to the query submitted.
Searching can of course be performed along diﬀerent dimensions, of which melodic similarity is only one. Searching on analytical features such as types of imitation or
transformations such as retrograde inversion represents a higher order of search function
that is useful for aggregating raw results but that may be of mixed use in a more generic,
Google-type search case. This does not preclude the addition of analytical tools such
as those used by the JRP or in a software package such as music21 (see Cuthbert and
Ariza, 2010); rather, it means that the primary use case for Clef focuses on the locational
aspect of music information retrieval, to adopt the aspect terminology of MIR described
in Downie (2003). The addition of functionality to serve other purposes beyond music
similarity searching is discussed further in Chapter 6.
The primary use case for the Clef system, served by the current implementation,
is a user who wishes to search for occurrences of monophonic/polyphonic queries (or reasonable permutations thereof) within all available datasets of symbolic music data, much
as a user of a traditional text-based search engine would do for text-based documents.
Though the project does not currently support the kind of algorithmic capability and
dataset availability that would enable its immediate use as a MIR-backed search engine,
this basic search engine use case is arguably the prototypical case that drives continuing
research and development in music information retrieval. (As will be seen in Chapter 6, a
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search engine that masks from the user the details of matching algorithms with compatible datasets remains a signiﬁcant challenge.)
For a future use case for Clef, one pending additional development, consider a
composer who wishes to conduct melodic similarity analysis of their own compositions.
They can upload their compositions in a symbolic music format such as Humdrum,
MIDI, or MusicXML, and then select one or more algorithms to run against their compositions given a query pattern entered in music notation. This may ultimately help them
discover recurring themes or similarities between compositions. Perhaps our hypothetical
composer has even implemented a music similarity algorithm and wishes to use it in their
evaluation; they can do so by developing a container-based execution environment that
ﬁts the speciﬁcations required by Clef and placing their algorithm environment where it
will be discoverable by the system.
To perform the tasks within these use cases, the end-user will interact with several
of the major components of Clef, described in the next section.
The Components of Clef
This section presents a high-level overview of the organization of the components
required for the Clef system. Chapter 4 oﬀers a more detailed exploration of the code and
how it is organized. Broadly, Clef contains three main components: a web application, a
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) application programming interface, or API, and
the core server-side application. Each of these has functional requirements that contribute
to the essential usability of Clef as an architectural prototype for an extensible music
information retrieval system.
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Web Application
The web application is responsible for displaying to the user actions that the
system is currently able to perform, as well as permitting the user to select one or more
actions to perform. The requirements of the web application include:
 The user must be able to construct a search query using a music notation-based graphical user interface. The web application must be able to
obtain the symbolic (machine-readable) representation of the search query
from the music notation.
 The web application must indicate which music information retrieval
algorithms are available to run.
 The web application must indicate which symbolic music datasets are
available to be searched, and for any given dataset selected by the user,
which algorithms are able to make use of that dataset. Similarly, when the
user selects one or more algorithms to run on the query pattern, the web
application should indicate which datasets are compatible with the selected
algorithm(s).
 The web application must communicate any meaningful errors to the
user, distinguishing between user-sourced errors and errors thrown by the
invocation of one or more algorithms.
The web application, with its use of a graphical music notation editor, functions
as the intended client for the Clef system as designed; it is, however, perfectly reasonable
to expect that other clients may wish to access the server-side functionality of the Clef
system. The second main component of Clef is thus an API that provides a consistent
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method for any client to make requests to the core application running underneath the
API on the server.
REST API
Long a dominant design pattern in web development, the Model-View-Controller
(MVC) approach provides a complete method of constructing dynamic views: the client
makes a request, which is received and handled by the controller. The controller then
requests data from the model and passes it to a view templating engine, which ultimately
produces a complete, rendered document (typically HTML) that is sent back to the client.
An increasingly common approach, however, involves describing the view as a function
of the client’s state; the client, already possessing the logic required to modify the view
in response to new data, updates its state by consuming data from one or more APIs. Clef
follows this newer practice through the inclusion of a REST API that sits on top of the
core server-side Clef application. The requirements of the REST API include:
 The API must return appropriate HTTP status codes with each response.
 The API should support HTTP POST requests.
 The API should expose endpoints for information about algorithms and
datasets, as well as an endpoint for search requests.
 The API should perform some basic validation of requests, so that the core
Clef application may focus on handling errors that arise directly out of
invoking algorithms or from communication between the containers that
the core application manages.
By exposing the core application’s public functionality through a common, wellknown interface such as REST, the Clef core system can serve a new web application
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component or any other client seeking to consume data from the system. This client-agnostic approach thus serves one of the primary goals of the project, which is to provide a
modular framework that enables the consolidation of music information retrieval algorithms and symbolic music datasets into an extensible central service.
Core Application
The Clef core application sits underneath the REST API and acts as the model
layer. The core application functions as a framework for handling multiple music information retrieval algorithms and symbolic music datasets while providing a single point
of input for query data and output for result data. Functional requirements for the core
application include:
 The core application must be able to accommodate new container deﬁnitions and datasets by discovering them within the host system’s mounted
volume directory structure.
 The core application should mediate communication between the services
that it uses/is used by.
 The core application should return metadata, gathered from source ﬁles of
symbolic music data, to the user instead of raw algorithm output.
As Chapter 4 will show, the ﬁrst of these functional requirements for the core
application presents a deceptively complicated design challenge. For the purpose of this
project, the core application currently serves only as a facilitator for bringing together
algorithms and datasets under a consistent API; it does not attempt to perform any kind of
comparative logic, weighted ranking of search results that may be returned from running
multiple algorithms on a single query, or ensemble modeling, as the MIR literature has
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not yet explored suitable methods for accomplishing these tasks for symbolic music data.
Future development, discussed at greater length in Chapter 6, may include incorporating
a ranking module into Clef’s suite of microservices.
Summary
Intended for use by an end-user familiar with conventional music notation and
seeking to search corpora of symbolic music data of Western art music, the Clef system
is designed to be modular in its architecture and general in its purpose. It is composed of
three components, each of which serves to support essential functional requirements for
that particular component; taken together, these functional requirements contribute to the
overall goals of the project. The next chapter will describe the implementation of Clef,
including technological choices and code design.
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4
The Implementation of Clef

Implementing an abstraction framework for music information retrieval algorithms must inherently acknowledge that scholars continue to investigate new methods of
music information retrieval and that these scholars, or other developers, will implement
these methods using whatever technologies best suit the particular MIR approach at
hand—or at least with which the developers have the greatest familiarity. Clef achieves
this abstraction at the application layer using HTTP.
This chapter describes the implementation of the Clef system and its components,
which include a web application client, a REST API backed by an application that proxies
requests from the client, and a data store for symbolic music metadata. Chapter 5 features
a separately developed application for serving a simple music information retrieval
algorithm as a demonstration case of the Clef system. The sections in this chapter discuss
technology choices, metadata handling, and the application code itself, via a walkthrough
of a typical request.
Technological Choices
A music information retrieval system, like any other application, consists of three
main functional pieces: data storage and manipulation, application logic, and a presentation interface that allows the user to interact with the data via the application logic.
Chapter 2 showed that most MIR applications to date couple these pieces tightly together.
In designing the Clef system, I identiﬁed the music information retrieval tasks that belong
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to each functional piece and tried to choose a technological implementation suited to the
functional purpose of that piece. The following sections detail these choices.
Docker
The multiplicity of components required to run Clef as intended, and the reality
that each of those components has its own environmental needs, makes a strong case for
a container-based approach to building the application. Docker is a tool that allows for
processes to be run in containers, isolated from the host machine and from each other,
that each contain as minimal or as robust an environment as the developer requires for
that particular process. Typical Docker practice holds that each container runs one main
process only (excluding any system calls or invocations of programs through the shell),
and Clef adheres to this practice.
Docker containers run from base images, which are snapshots of a guest operating
system conﬁgured with the software and/or language runtimes that are particular to that
image. Typically, a developer sources a published image from a public repository and extends that image with additional conﬁguration in a ﬁle called a Dockerﬁle; the Dockerﬁle
may then be “built” into a composite image that resides in a local repository on the host
machine running the Docker executable. Docker containers are intended to be ephemeral;
unlike a traditional virtual machine, containers do not save their state unless speciﬁcally
instructed to do so, and thus may be destroyed and recreated arbitrarily without any ill
eﬀects.
Docker oﬀers a number of advantages, chief among which is the ability to use
multiple technologies for diﬀerent components of Clef; each component can operate in an
environment speciﬁcally tailored to run that component. This supports a central goal of
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Clef—namely, to provide a modular architecture for powering a musical search engine,
from back-end components such as algorithms and data storage to front-end components
such as the user interface. The ephemeral nature of Docker containers also permits each
algorithm to pre-process data in a non-destructive way; any changes made within the
container’s ﬁlesystem do not persist unless they are performed within a shared volume,
which means that any container is free to manipulate symbolic data as needed without
aﬀecting how that selfsame data is used by other containers. Crucially for Clef, given the
proper network settings, containers may communicate with each other over HTTP.
The root directory of the project contains a YAML ﬁle called
docker-compose.yml, which describes the Docker containers that run each component of

Clef. By default, the Compose utility of Docker facilitates networking between the containers enumerated in the docker-compose.yml ﬁle. It allows an application’s infrastructure to be broken into modular services; new components may be brought into the project
by adding a container entry to the docker-compose.yml ﬁle. (Additional networks,
subnets, or other network-level structure may be added in the docker-compose.yml ﬁle
as well.)
One of the critical aspects of the system is the need for new algorithms (and
the containers that run them) to be added in a way that does not require redeﬁning
any of the main Docker infrastructure, namely, the critical services enumerated in the
docker-compose.yml ﬁle. Solving this problem turns out to be rather complicated.

Containers, as mentioned previously, make it possible to run processes in almost
any type of environment, which makes them a compelling choice for addressing the
diverse environments required by the music information retrieval algorithms that have
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been implemented so far. While less cumbersome to run than traditional virtual machines,
containers do incur an overhead cost for the host running them. A decision must therefore
be made: whether to attempt to run all containers upon launching Clef, or whether to
attempt to run algorithm containers only as needed.
A central problem now presents itself. New images, from which containers run,
must be built on the host system, as described earlier; if new images are built from within
the Clef core container—which already has its own isolated ﬁlesystem—they will never
be committed to the local Docker repository, which stores the images that have been
built on any given host. This in turn would cause Clef to rebuild any included images for
running algorithms every time the system is restarted—hardly desirable behavior.
One possible way to address this issue is to direct the Clef core container to build
new images using the Docker process on the host system, where they would persist
beyond the time that the Clef system is actually up and running. Docker can allow a container to access the Docker daemon on the host system by mounting a writable socket that
grants direct access to Docker; doing so, however, eﬀectively grants the container root
access to the host system. Mounting the Docker socket thus presents a serious security
vulnerability if not properly mitigated (Docker, “Reference documentation”, n.d.).
Starting all algorithm containers from a startup script on the host obviates the
need to mount the Docker socket to the container running the Clef core application; it
presents, on the other hand, a potential scalability problem: there is little point to starting
20—or even 100—diﬀerent algorithm containers if only a small fraction of them are
actually called upon to run music information retrieval tasks.1
1 It is possible that in a production environment, with appropriate distributed server resources, this may
ultimately prove not to be much of an issue in practice. The design, however, should at least account for
this potential for wasted resources.
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Starting up all algorithm containers in advance also then requires that those
containers be kept running until needed. Like many ordinary commands and processes,
Docker containers typically exit as soon as they have completed their work, signaled by
the termination of their speciﬁed entrypoint or main command process. Other types of
processes do not exit upon the completion of a speciﬁc task but instead run in the background and respond to events. Server processes, for example, listen for requests from a
client application until interrupted by a signal from the user or by the failure of the host
upon which it resides.
In this scenario, the core Clef application functions both as server (to the web
application client) and client, passing on requests from the web application to the proper
algorithm container(s). It also means that the algorithm containers themselves must run
minimal web servers, capable of accepting a POST request with query data. The server
executes the request in one of several ways: either by processing the request directly
within the application serving the responses, or alternatively by spawning a child process
in the shell, which runs the algorithm command. The resulting output from the algorithm
command, piped from standard output, must then be formatted as JSON and sent as an
HTTP response to the client, with a Content-Type header of application/json. This is
not ideal as it adds complexity to the algorithm containers and creates an additional task
for potential algorithm developers.
The other main design choice is to mount the host’s Docker socket to the Clef
core application container; by doing so, the Clef system gains the ability to run algorithm
containers only as needed. This addresses the scalability problem of the ﬁrst approach,
as well as removes the need for each algorithm container to run a web server, since each
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request to run an algorithm will instantiate a new container that will exit as soon as the
algorithm execution is complete and has returned results to the core Clef application.
This approach is also not, however, without its drawbacks. Most critically, without
proper conﬁguration, giving a container access to the Docker daemon via mounting the
socket essentially grants the container root privileges on the host running the daemon, as
previously described. Containers run on demand would still require that results returned
from running the algorithm be formatted into the expected JSON structure. Though the
details of securing the container’s access to the Docker socket are concealed from the
end-user of Clef, the setup of the Clef system itself becomes more cumbersome in this
case. Running containers from within a container also increases the risk of corrupt or
inconsistent data in each container’s ﬁlesystem.
Both approaches suﬀer from drawbacks inherent to multi-container applications,
but ultimately, for the purpose of this project, I chose to launch all algorithm containers
during the initialization of the Clef system, for several reasons. Firstly, it eliminates the
need to mount the Docker socket, which would require extensive conﬁguration in order
to secure. Secondly, it mimics a future production environment, which would likely be
a cloud-based host running a variety of algorithm containers that are always available.
(Docker policies allow for the automatic restarting of containers should they fail at any
point.) Alternatively, each container can be taken to represent a separate remote host,
each one serving a diﬀerent MIR algorithm accessible via a standard API over HTTP,
suggesting a potential future for music information retrieval as a collection of consumable resources that may be hosted anywhere.
The project currently consists of three “critical” containers deﬁned in the
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docker-compose.yml ﬁle: a Node.js container for the web application component, a

Java container (OpenJDK) for the core Clef application, and a MySQL container for the
database of metadata compiled from the source ﬁles in symbolic music datasets. The next
sections describe these components.
ReactJS with Flat.io and Redux
The ReactJS JavaScript library (hereafter referred to simply as “React”), combined with an embedded music notation editor available from the collaborative sheet
music service Flat.io (“Flat”), will power the web application component of Clef. React,
developed by Facebook, provides a powerful framework for building user interfaces,
rendering components in the browser that can easily be updated in a lightweight fashion
through a diﬀerential document object model (DOM) technique. In React, every component maintains its own collection of properties that dictate the current state of the component and any elements therein.
Flat provides a critical UI component: a GUI music notation editor similar to what
one would expect from music typesetting software such as Finale or Sibelius. In order
to embed this music notation editor, which itself is rendered within an iframe HTML
element, into the DOM, the Flat JavaScript API requires an app ID and the ID of a score
template. For this project these IDs are linked to entities in the author’s Flat proﬁle; in
a production environment these IDs would need to belong to a full-ﬂedged proxy user
of Flat controlled entirely via the JavaScript API. Figure 19 below shows the basic user
interface of the Clef web application when it is ﬁrst loaded.
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Figure 19. User interface of the Clef web application
While a user of the Flat editor can add instruments to, or remove instruments
from, the currently loaded score, I have chosen to default to an empty grand staﬀ as used
for notating piano music. This allows the user to enter notes anywhere in the typical
ranges of orchestral instruments, i.e., roughly between C2 and C7, without having to add
or remove staves from the score document in the editor. This choice has implications for
input validation within the core Clef application, as will be described later in this chapter. By default, entering notes into the Flat editor triggers MIDI playback of the note(s)
entered, providing the user with instant musical feedback to help guide the accuracy of
the query.
Unlike existing music search tools, Flat permits complex music notation entry; a
potential end-user can enter anything from a simple monophonic fragment to multi-voice
polyphony.2 While music information retrieval algorithms for polyphonic music remain

2 Support for extended techniques notation will likely remain limited due to the complicating factors
such notational elements introduce into the music information retrieval process.
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largely unimplemented for practical use, Flat (or a future standalone music notation
editor) will stand ready to accommodate more complex notation-based queries when
polyphonic algorithms—and the data stores that support them—become scalable.
Redux, a JavaScript library based on the Flux pattern developed by Facebook,
assists in managing the state of the web application UI. All application state is held
in a store, represented as a plain JavaScript object, which serves as a single source of
information for React components, dictating how and when they render. Redux makes
use of functional, event-driven programming and thus facilitates communication and
coordination between React components as well, when multiple events trigger updates to
the application state. To help integrate Redux with React, I use the aptly-named package
React-Redux, which provides React bindings for Redux via a simple API (ReduxJS,
GitHub repository, n.d.).
Java
Java (SE version 8) serves as the primary language of the core Clef application. I settled on the Standard Edition for its strong developer community and ongoing
evolution as well as the fact that Oracle has shifted responsibility for Java Enterprise
Edition (EE), which might ordinarily serve as the core server-side language for a largescale web application powered by Java, to the Eclipse Foundation. There is therefore
some doubt about the maintenance future for Java EE, a concern not applicable to the
Standard Edition. Choosing Java allowed me to take advantage of the Spring framework
for building RESTful web services, and speciﬁcally the lighter version known as Spring
Boot. Typically used with Spring, the Jackson suite of packages from FasterXML provide
functionality for working with JSON data, especially serialization and deserialization of
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JSON ﬁles and strings. I use Apache Maven to manage these dependencies.
Python would also have served well for the core application backing the Clef
REST API. Flask provides easy setup of RESTful web services within a structure similar
to that of Spring Boot, and native integration of Michael Cuthbert’s Music21 library
into the application for various music-related tasks would likely have proved beneﬁcial.
Python, like Java, also has robust JSON and XML processing capabilities. My choice of
Java ultimately turned on my level of comfort with the language; while I can write basic
Python code, my familiarity with the so-called “Pythonic” idioms of writing Python
would not have been suﬃcient for a project of this size.
MySQL
I use a Docker container running MySQL 5.7 to store and serve metadata about
the music encoded in the datasets of symbolic music data available to the Clef system.
The core Java application interacts with this container using the standard JDBC library
for database operations in the same manner that any application would access a remote
database server.
Music Data Formats
As mentioned in Chapter 2, music notation has been encoded in a variety of ways;
Eleanor Selfridge-Field’s 1997 book Beyond MIDI: The Handbook of Musical Codes
remains one of the best references on music encoding formats available. As a framework
for decoupling the user interface and central coordination components from the execution
environments that run music information retrieval algorithms, the Clef system must by
deﬁnition be as format-agnostic as possible. For its broad support as a data interchange
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format, I have used MusicXML as the input for MIR requests sent to the server. Good
(2013) gives a basic overview of MusicXML; more thorough documentation exists on
the oﬃcial website (MakeMusic, “Music in MusicXML Format”, n.d.). Despite the use
of MusicXML as the main query medium, Clef will still require some awareness of the
variety of other symbolic music data formats in order to provide basic algorithm-dataset
compatibility checking and metadata parsing, discussed later in this chapter.3
Summary
Clef uses diverse technologies, isolated in their own environments through the use
of Docker containers, to implement the three major functional pieces (data storage/generation, application logic, and interactive presentation) of a music information retrieval
system decoupled from speciﬁc combinations of algorithms and datasets via HTTP. The
next sections will describe the basic structure of the web application, the REST API, the
core application, and the metadata service.
Web Application Structure
I have adhered to the application structure created by the create-react-app command, available from the NodeJS package of the same name, with some additions that
reﬂect the use of the Redux JavaScript library for managing state within the web application. The general ﬁlesystem structure for the web application is shown below in Figure
20. Note that the node_modules folder contains NodeJS packages installed for a project
and is typically not included in source code version control.

3 For greater interoperability of symbolic music data formats and algorithms, it would be possible also
to use MusicXML as the means of converting one format into another; this conversion could be automated
and performed by a microservice running inside of a Docker container dedicated speciﬁcally to the task.
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Figure 20. The src directory of the Clef web application
The main React application runs from the App.js and index.js ﬁles in the src
directory. User interface components reside in the components directory; each component
(and any of its subcomponents) has a separate subdirectory, such as SearchResult.
The state of the user interface is represented in memory as a plain JavaScript object and is managed by the Redux library. Redux uses an event-driven model that updates
the application state object in response to actions dispatched by user-generated events
(such as clicks) or by the resolution of asynchronous function calls. The actions directory
contains a ﬁle called ClefActions.js, which contains function declarations called action
creators, which return an action type and a payload. The reducers directory contains
ClefReducers.js, which deﬁnes functions called reducers, which take in the current

state and return a new state for that key—that is, they provide a new value for a key-value
pair in the overall application state object. Because all reducer functions are called when
any action is dispatched, each reducer checks for a particular action type so as to trigger
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an update only if the action is of the correct type. Additionally, reducer functions do not
mutate the current state in place; they emit a new state that replaces the previous state.
Using the Provider wrapper component from the React-Redux package, every
component wrapped by the Provider receives a reference to the Redux application state
object, called the store, and communicates with it using the React-Redux connect()
function. This function can take up to four arguments, the ﬁrst two of which are functions
deﬁned by the developer called mapStateToProps() and mapDispatchToProps(). These
functions map key-value pairs from the application state object to key-value pairs in the
given component’s own properties object and functions that dispatch actions to update the
application state to the given component’s own properties.
Components are of two main types: container components and display components. Container components take responsibility for fetching data from an API or from
the application state and instantiating new display component instances that correspond
to the data; typically the container component receives an array and instantiates a display
component for every item in that array. Display components contain the bulk of the
markup and presentational logic necessary to render an instance of the component.
The React component structure of the web application works well because each
component that consumes a diﬀerent endpoint of the Clef REST API can concern itself
solely with the data returned from that API call. Components that do not interact with any
API have no need to navigate the JavaScript Promises that come with API calls. The next
section presents the basic structure of the REST API.
Clef REST API Structure
The Clef system provides data to the web application client by means of a REST
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API. The Application, AlgorithmController, and DatasetController classes of the
clef.api package furnish methods and Spring Boot route mappings for submitting a

search, retrieving information about available algorithms, and retrieving information
about available datasets, respectively.
Methods
Clef currently supports HTTP POST requests for submitting MIR queries and
GET requests for information about algorithms and datasets. A future version of the
system may support other types of HTTP requests, such as PUT or DELETE, for allowing the end-user to perform music information retrieval tasks with temporary or otherwise
small-scale symbolic music datasets that the user would upload and modify using API
endpoints handling each of these HTTP methods.
Core Clef Application Structure
The core Clef application sits underneath the Clef REST API and functions, as
described earlier in this chapter, as a proxy server between the web application client—or
indeed any client—and the containers capable of running music information retrieval
algorithms. This structure is essentially required if diverse MIR algorithms are to share a
common client interface.
Clef discovers new algorithms by inspecting the directory speciﬁed by the environment variable ALGORITHMS_DIR for subdirectories containing a conﬁguration
ﬁle called clefinfo.json. The system discovers new datasets in a similar fashion,
using the DATASETS_DIR environment variable and a conﬁguration ﬁle called
clefdataset.json. For the purpose of this project, these discovery operations are
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currently performed at startup only. (Future development should allow the system to
incorporate new algorithms and new datasets while running.) Each algorithm is expected
to reside in its own subdirectory, and must carry with it two ﬁles: one that describes the
attributes of the algorithm itself (the clefinfo.json ﬁle), and one that describes the software environment that the algorithm requires in order to run (the Dockerﬁle). Since this
chapter has already given a brief overview of the purpose of a Dockerﬁle, which deﬁnes
the instructions to be run when instantiating a container, the following section will focus
on the clefinfo.json ﬁle.
The cleﬁnfo.json File
Clef adopts the common software practice of supplying conﬁguration information
to an application at runtime via the use of a conﬁguration ﬁle; in this case, the ﬁle is
called clefinfo.json, and it is one of the two ﬁles required to be present in any subdirectory containing an algorithm for Clef to discover. The clefinfo.json ﬁle describes
the algorithm’s attributes as well as a minimal set of attributes pertaining to the container
in which the algorithm will run.4

4 It is also expected that algorithm developers will use the cleﬁnfo.json ﬁle for their algorithm in the
implementation of that algorithm.
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{
"algorithmAttributes": {
"name": "myAlgorithm",
"displayName": "My Human-Friendly Algorithm",
"datasetCapabilities": {
"allowedFileTypes": [ "midi", "mxml" ],
"monophonic": true,
"polyphonic": false
},
"inputCapabilities": {
"monophonic": true,
"polyphonic": false,
"querySizeRange": {
"min": 0,
"max": 50
}
},
"parameters": [
{
"description": "Parameter description for web application.",
"key": "parameterKey",
"name": "Parameter Name",
"type": "boolean|number|string"
}
],
"queryRoute": "algorithm",
"type": "string|geometric"
},
"containerAttributes": {
"name": "clef-my-algorithm-container",
"networkAlias": "clef-my-container",
"ports": [
{
"name": "query",
"port": 4001
}
]
},
"image": {
"name": "my-algorithm-image"
}
}

Figure 21. A sample cleﬁnfo.json ﬁle
The conﬁguration seen in the sample clefinfo.json ﬁle shown in Figure 21
shows the main properties. The querySizeRange property of inputCapabilities indicates
the minimum and maximum number of distinct temporal onsets that the algorithm is
capable of handling. This reﬂects the fact that some MIR techniques are more eﬀective
with queries of a certain length; additionally, the format of the symbolic music data
itself may constrain the eﬀective size of queries that a given algorithm can handle (for
example, this can come into play when the data is divided into n-grams of a certain size).
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The parameters property speciﬁes any arguments to the algorithm that should be exposed
to the end-user via the web application interface. Classes in both the clef.mir and
clef.mir.clefinfo packages provide Java implementations of the conﬁguration repre-

sented in the JSON of the clefinfo.json ﬁle.
Using a conﬁguration ﬁle for each algorithm allows for some measure of abstraction between the Clef system and its current implementation with Docker; some other
container-based technology may arise but Clef should still be able to run, provided that
the containers can communicate with each other using HTTP and require similar identifying information, such as a public query port and a hostname to use on the container
network.
Clef performs a similar discovery process for symbolic music datasets, discussed
in the next section.
The clefdataset.json File
As user-deﬁned algorithms require the clefinfo.json ﬁle in order for the Clef
system to discover them, so too do symbolic music datasets require an attributes ﬁle for
Clef to ﬁnd; this ﬁle is called clefdataset.json. Figure 22 shows this basic structure:
{
"datasetAttributes": {
"capabilities": {
"monophonic": true,
"polyphonic": false
},
"displayName": "My Dataset",
"format": "",
"itemCount": 200,
"name": "my-dataset"
},
"collection": "MuseData, IMSLP, Essen",
"tags": []
}

Figure 22. A sample clefdataset.json ﬁle
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The sample shown in Figure 22 represents a minimal example of functional information the core application requires in order to discover datasets; a more robust version
of the clefdataset.json ﬁle could hold additional information such as copyright, license
details, last modiﬁed dates, and other ﬁelds. This conﬁguration ﬁle is also used at system
startup to aid in populating the database of symbolic music metadata, discussed later in
this chapter.
Analyzing the MusicXML Query
As mentioned previously, the Flat music notation editor embedded in the web
application client loads a score document with a blank grand staﬀ by default. Both the
treble staﬀ and the bass staﬀ initialize with rests matching the speciﬁed time signature.
When the user clicks “submit”, the web application calls the getMusicXML() method of
the Flat editor. The resulting MusicXML document contains the entire contents of the
score as displayed at the time the method ﬁres, including “empty” staves—i.e., staves
containing only rests. While the grand staﬀ score setup provides a convenient vehicle for
entering notes that fall primarily within the typical register of either the treble clef or the
bass clef, it does pose a problem for algorithms that accept monophonic input only: either
staﬀ could contain the query notation, and Clef must determine which staﬀ contains the
input. Clef then passes this information to the algorithm container as a URL parameter
when it proxies the original request.
Another consequence of the grand staﬀ score setup is that notation entered by the
user into the Flat editor may not cross staves; if the user wishes to enter a monophonic
query that would otherwise cross staves, they should alter the clef of one of the staves to
a clef such as an alto or tenor clef, or alternatively delete the piano instrument from the
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editor entirely, and add instead an instrument whose range covers the desired query, such
as the viola. (A future version of Clef may capture the speciﬁc instrument named in the
music notation editor for any algorithm(s) that can make use of instrumentation information; see Chapter 6 for a discussion of potential development.)
Like monophonic queries, polyphonic queries will also require analysis to determine which staves contain “non-empty” music data; as is also the case for monophonic
queries, Clef cannot presently admit cross-staﬀ polyphonic notation for the simple reason
that it would be diﬃcult to determine which voice within each staﬀ belongs to a given
sequence of notes. (For example, a tenor part partially written in Voice 1 of the bass staﬀ
may continue partially notated in Voice 2 of the treble staﬀ.)
The MusicXMLUtils class handles basic analysis of MusicXML queries for the
Clef system. The getDocument() method of this class takes a String representing a complete MusicXML document as a parameter and parses it into a DOM document. During
parsing, Java will attempt to validate the XML against the document type deﬁnition
(DTD) provided in the DOCTYPE declaration; by default the Docker container running
the Clef core application does not, however, have the ability to reach remote URLs such
as that of the DTD. The ClefEntityResolver class thus overrides this validation attempt
by replacing the URL to the DTD with an empty string. Methods in the MusicXMLUtils
class are all class methods to ensure that the class maintains no state and thus will operate
on whatever MusicXML content the caller passes to any of its static methods. Many of
these methods make use of XPath expressions and stream operations on collections of
MusicXML nodes in order to minimize the amount of tree traversal work common to
DOM-type documents.
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Before making a proxy request to the appropriate algorithm container, Clef
checks the MusicXML input for the number of sequential note events and compares this
to the min and max query size attributes as originally deﬁned for that algorithm in its
clefinfo.json ﬁle. The Query class handles this and other types of query validation,

such as ensuring that the dataset(s) selected by the end-user are compatible with the
dataset capabilities of the algorithm(s) selected.
Metadata Service Structure
As mentioned earlier in this document, the Clef system aims to provide an extensible framework for reusing functional necessities of a music information retrieval system
such as an input interface. Symbolic music metadata—information about composers,
works, work types, and other metadata connected to the items present in any given dataset—represents another of these reusable functional necessities. One of the core application’s central responsibilities is therefore to manage this metadata so that algorithms—
and their developers—do not have to concern themselves with this task: the metadata for
Mozart’s “Hunt” String Quartet No. 17 in B-ﬂat Major of 1784 should always remain the
same, regardless of whether it is returned as a result from a string-based algorithm using
n-grams or an algorithm using weighted point set geometry.
To this end, the docker-compose.yml ﬁle provides for a service called db, which
runs a Docker container based on a MySQL image, as described earlier in this chapter
in the section on the technological choices for the Clef system. The core application
interacts with this database of metadata using the standard JDBC library. Figure 23
below shows the simple schema of the Clef database, which is created by a script called
clef-initdb.sql when the MySQL container starts and populated using classes in the
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clef.datamodel and clef.datamodel.db packages.5 The initialization script also creates

a stored procedure on this database that Clef uses to retrieve metadata information from
these tables in order to transform the raw response from an algorithm into a user-friendly
result that the REST API sends back to the client. This process is discussed in greater
detail in chapter 5.

Figure 23. Schema diagram of the Clef metadata store
The dataset_contents table maintains a record for every ﬁle found in every dataset

5 The MySQL container may choose to persist the database outside the container by executing MySQL
dumps; when the container (re)starts, it can run an import SQL script if a database dump exists. In this
scenario, the MetadataService and/or the clef-initdb.sql script will likely require additional code to perform
a diﬀerential operation on the metadata database: if new datasets have been added to the datasets directory,
Clef should discover them and add their metadata to the existing metadata in the dataset; if datasets have
been removed, Clef should detect this and direct MySQL to remove those records from the database. For
purposes of this project, this functionality has not yet been implemented; MySQL recreates the database
from scratch every time the system is started.
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of symbolic music data as discovered by the system using the clefdataset.json ﬁle
described earlier in this chapter. The composite key of dataset name and ﬁlename uniquely identiﬁes records in this table, meaning that each ﬁle of symbolic music data must have
a unique name within the dataset to which it belongs.
Each record in the works table carries a dataset_contents ID foreign key, allowing
for many-to-one relationships with the dataset_contents table in cases where a source
ﬁle may only represent part of a musical work, e.g. movements of a piano quintet or a
symphony. Classes in the clef.datamodel and clef.datamodel.db packages handle the
insertion and retrieval of metadata from the database, accomplished primarily through
Java’s interfaces for functional programming. I use the Data Access Object pattern to
keep database interactions encapsulated from other classes using domain objects such as
Composer and Work. This schema will likely grow as Clef matures and becomes able to

manage more—and more complex—metadata.
Crucially, this entire schema, and the method of populating it, assumes that each
source ﬁle of symbolic music data in a dataset will carry its own metadata encoded within
the ﬁle itself. This assumption may hold for high-quality datasets from collections such
as MuseData but may ultimately not be a ﬂexible design decision. For more about issues
associated with symbolic music datasets, see chapter 6.
The next section will describe how the Clef system fulﬁlls a request from the
client to run a selected algorithm against a selected dataset.
Typical Request Flow
Figure 24 below shows a typical request ﬂow within the Clef system. The section
following Figure 24 gives a detailed account of how the system executes this ﬂow.
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Figure 24. Typical request ﬂow within Clef

Invoking the API
After the user has entered a query in the Flat music notation editor, they click the
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“submit” button. This action triggers an asynchronous call to the Flat API, which returns
the music entered into the editor by invoking getMusicXML() on the current score loaded
in the editor. When the web application has obtained the MusicXML data, it creates an
asynchronous request to the Clef API using JavaScript’s Promises API. The REST API
provides a single route for performing queries: /search. Requests to this route resolve to
http://core:8080/search, which is the hostname of the container running the core ap-

plication followed by the port on which the container’s Tomcat server listens for requests.
The entrypoint of the API is the Application controller class in the clef.api package.
The method doSearch() handles requests to the /search route and accepts a Map<String,
String> as its ﬁrst parameter, which will contain all key-value pairs passed in the URL
query string. Since any search is expected to contain query data, the doSearch() method
also accepts as its second parameter a String which represents the request body that will
contain the MusicXML. Submitting any other type of request to the /search route will
result in a HTTP 405 (Method Not Allowed) client error.
Once the doSearch() method receives a well-formatted request, it instantiates
the ClefService class, which is responsible for mediating connections to the containers
running algorithm execution environments as well as communicating with other critical
system services, such as the container running the MySQL database that furnishes the
metadata to be returned with each result, as discussed in the previous section.
The request is then checked to ensure that it contains the required parameters—
as implemented, only “algorithms” and “datasets”—in the URL query string, via the
checkRequiredParameters() method of the QueryHelper class, which returns a Boolean
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indicating whether or not all of the required parameter key names are present in the key
set of the key-value pairs passed in the URL query string.
If all the required parameters are present in the query string, the QueryHelper
class fetches lists of the algorithms and datasets requested, by name. The doSearch()
method then decides, based on the number of algorithm names speciﬁed, whether to
execute the single-algorithm or multiple-algorithm version of a method, also called
doSearch(), declared by the ClefService class. The remaining description of this

request ﬂow assumes a single-algorithm request—multi-algorithm requests are not yet
implemented.
The static method getQueryType() of the Query abstract class takes in the MusicXML body of the request and invokes the static method musicIsOnOneStaff() method
of the MusicXMLUtils class in order to determine whether the query is monophonic or
polyphonic. The doSearch() method of the ClefService now has all the information it
needs in order to make a proxy request to a running algorithm container.
Building the Proxy Request
As mentioned in the previous section, the ClefService class provides a single
point of entry for requests to the REST API via the controller in the Application class;
it coordinates the other microservices—for algorithms, datasets, metadata, and proxy
communication—required in order to return JSON responses to the web application
client. Two of these microservices, for metadata retrieval and proxy communication, are
essentially stateless and are instantiated as needed. The microservices for algorithms
and datasets both maintain in-memory data structures containing representations of the
algorithms and datasets discovered by Clef at startup; to ensure the integrity of this infor-
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mation, both the AlgorithmEnvironmentServiceImpl and DatasetServiceImpl classes
are implemented as Singleton objects.
Using the single instance of AlgorithmEnvironmentService, the ClefService
attempts to retrieve the instance of the AlgorithmEnvironment class that represents
the execution environment—ultimately, the Docker container—in which the speciﬁed
algorithm will run. If doSearch() obtains an instance of AlgorithmEnvironment from
AlgorithmEnvironmentService, it calls the latter’s mergeParameterValues() method,

which takes the AlgorithmEnvironment instance and the algorithm-speciﬁc parameters
passed in the URL query string and uses the parameter names to set the corresponding
values. The mergeParameterValues() method performs a similar function to binding values to prepared statements in certain database management systems; it returns
a modiﬁed version of the AlgorithmEnvironment instance passed to the method.
Modifying the AlgorithmEnvironment in this way ensures that the original instance
of AlgorithmEnvironment stored by the AlgorithmEnvironmentService remains
immutable, such that subsequent requests to the same algorithm will use a just-initialized “snapshot” of the AlgorithmEnvironment instance, without any parameter-value
bindings. This is done within the makeQueryInstance() method of the ClefService
class, which constructs an instance of either the MonophonicQuery or PolyphonicQuery
concrete subclasses of the Query abstract class introduced in the previous section. These
classes serve to package the MusicXML query body, algorithm(s), and dataset(s) objects
together to make it easier to pass the entire set of query data as a single object. The
MonophonicQuery and PolyphonicQuery (not yet implemented) subclasses also encapsu-
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late any MusicXML analysis/validation methods speciﬁc to monophonic or polyphonic
music.
Having constructed this Query object, the doSearch() method in the ClefService
class then calls the executeRequest() method of the same class, which takes in this object and passes it to the query() method of the ContainerProxyService class, described
next.
The ContainerProxyService class transforms queries and their accompanying
AlgorithmEnvironment instances into HTTP requests to containers. These containers, as

mentioned earlier, must do the following:
 Run a webserver, or other process capable of listening for HTTP requests;
 Parse the request and execute the MIR algorithm on the desired dataset(s);
and
 Return a HTTP response with a JSON payload in the format speciﬁed by
Clef (discussed in the next section, “Algorithm Environment Responses”).
The ContainerProxyService class constructs an HTTP request using the GET
request method. The ContainerAttributes property of the AlgorithmEnvironment
instance provides the values for the hostname and port, while the AlgorithmAttributes
property of AlgorithmEnvironment provides the route to the webserver endpoint that
will execute the MIR algorithm inside the container. The sendRequest() method joins
the request URL with the parameter string returned from the getParameterString()
method and makes the connection. In Java’s built-in library for making HTTP requests,
the response is recorded on the HttpURLConnection object itself and is accessible via the
connection’s InputStream.
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The extractResponse() method of the ContainerProxyService class takes
the connection as a parameter and reads its InputStream line by line into a string
buﬀer, which is returned to the ClefService class from the query() method of the
ContainerProxyService. The executeRequest() method of the ClefService then uses

the ObjectMapper class from the FasterXML Jackson library to deserialize the string
containing the JSON payload of the HTTP response sent from an algorithm container into
an instance of the AlgorithmEnvironmentResponse class. This class represents the Java
implementation of the standard response format that Clef expects from containers running
algorithms. The next section will brieﬂy discuss this response format before examining
how the response is ultimately used by the REST API to return results to the user.
Algorithm Environment Responses
Faced with algorithms of vastly diﬀerent requirements, the only possibility for integration with a central, controlling application lies in requiring each algorithm to adhere
to a predetermined output format. In essence, music information retrieval algorithms, or
the process(es) that wrap(s) them, must implement something akin to an interface or a
protocol.
In order to decouple the execution of music information retrieval algorithms,
which may generate a variety of output, from the core Clef application that mediates and
proxies requests from the client, each algorithm execution container must adhere to a
speciﬁc response format. At its most basic, the response format follows the JSON sample
seen below in Figure 25.
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{
"status": "success|error",
"errors": [
"A sample error message..."
],
"itemsSearched": 0,
"results": [
{
"id": 1,
"datasetName": "my-dataset",
"filename": "mozart-requiem-kyrie.krn",
"properties": {
"userDefined1": "A user-defined result property",
"userDefined2": "Another user-defined result property"
}
}
]
}

Figure 25. Sample response from an algorithm
The results array expects algorithm results in order of relevance: the ID property
indicates, essentially, the relevance ranking of that particular result item. In some cases,
as will be seen in the next chapter, results may in fact be equally relevant, rendering this
ordering arbitrary, for example, when an algorithm ﬁnds exactly one query match per
source ﬁle for multiple source ﬁles, and no match is necessarily “better” than any other.
Multiple algorithms may of course give diﬀerent relevance rankings to the same source
ﬁle of symbolic music data; resolving this diﬀerence remains a question for future development (see chapter 6).
Importantly, the datasetName and ﬁlename properties must remain unaltered; Clef
uses these values to match the result with its central repository of metadata. The properties object allows the container to return any algorithm-speciﬁc result properties, which
can be deﬁned at the discretion of the algorithm environment developer; while Clef will
not know how to interpret these properties for use in application logic, the system can
pass them on to the client via the REST API, at which point the client may choose to display them in a particular way—for example, in a table of key-value pairs—or not at all.
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Reading the Algorithm Response
Once the executeRequest() method of ClefService has deserialized the JSON response from an algorithm container into an instance of
AlgorithmEnvironmentResponse, the doSearch() method passes that instance to

the mapAlgorithmResponse() method, which maps the raw algorithm results to
instances of the ClefResult class or, if errors occurred, constructs instances of the
ClefError class. Both of these classes inherit from the ClefItem abstract class, and the
mapAlgorithmResponse() method returns a List of ClefItem objects. This list becomes

the data ultimately returned by the ClefResponse class when the API serializes it to
JSON.
Merging Metadata
This chapter previously examined how the Clef core application makes use of
a Docker container running MySQL to store metadata culled from the source ﬁles of
symbolic music data. It is at this point in the request ﬂow that the ClefService class
calls upon the MetadataService instance to retrieve the human-friendly metadata for any
results returned in the AlgorithmEnvironmentResponse.
The database schema shown earlier in this chapter in Figure 23 is created on startup if it does not already exist. As discussed earlier in the chapter, the clef-initdb.sql
script also creates a stored procedure called getJoinedMetadata(), which takes in a list
of dataset names and ﬁlenames—recall that the composite key of a dataset name and a
ﬁlename uniquely identiﬁes a source ﬁle—and selects all the needed metadata columns at
once using a number of table joins. (See Figure 30 in chapter 5 for an example invocation
of this stored procedure.) Tables expected to contain matching foreign key records for
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crucial information are joined using an inner join; tables that contain optional metadata
are joined using a left (outer) join.
The MetadataService populates data model classes such as
clef.datamodel.Composer and uses them to construct instances of the ClefResult class,

introduced in the previous section and now used to build the ﬁnal response object that is
returned to the client. The following section describes this process.
Responding to the Client
Like many APIs, the Clef REST API returns responses to the client as JSON
data. Due to the fact that the API must serve multiple purposes—exposing descriptive
information about algorithms and datasets, returning the results of a search query, and
communicating any errors—I decided that all API endpoints should return the same
type of response object, in order to provide the client with as much consistency as
possible in the response format. All responses therefore inherit from the abstract class
ClefResponse in the clef.api.domain.response package; this abstract class contains

protected members for the API version, service name, response type, and the timestamp
of the response. Of these four, the ClefResponse class populates all but the response type
member, which the subclasses of ClefResponse provide. The ClefResponseFactory
class makes use of the Factory design pattern to instantiate concrete subclasses of
ClefResponse such as ErrorResponse and ResultResponse, with the types deﬁned in

the enumeration ResponseType determining which concrete subclass will be constructed. There is also a subclass called EmptyResponse, which exists simply to verify that
a client has successfully reached the API. Each subclass supplies its own value for the
inherited response type member from the enumerated value passed; it also provides a
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subclass-speciﬁc List collection of the data belonging to that particular response type. For
example, the ErrorResponse class contains a List<ClefError> named errors, while the
ResultResponse class contains a List<ClefResult> named results. This helps to provide

consistency in the response format by ensuring that the response payload will always
serialize to a JSON array; the key in the response object to which this array belongs will
depend upon the particular type of the response.
The ClefResponseFactory class has two static methods, both called make().
The ﬁrst method is declared public static ClefResponse make( ResponseType rt )
and will return a concrete instance according to the type passed; passing null to this
method will return an EmptyResponse instance by default. Using Java’s overloading of
method signatures, the second method is declared public static <T> ClefResponse
make( ResponseType rt, List<T> data ), which takes advantage of Java generics to

relax the type restrictions on the data passed in the List parameter, and returns a concrete
instance with its data assigned. If the response type is not an empty response, this List
is then passed to the setData() method inherited from the public abstract <T> void
setData( List<T> l ) method declared in the ClefResponse class. This more relaxed

type enforcement in turn allows each subclass to receive a List of the particular type
of data that it expects to assign to its local collection. (As a subclass of ClefResponse,
EmptyResponse is required to implement the setData() method, even though an
EmptyResponse will by deﬁnition not have any data; the method body is therefore empty

in this subclass and the documentation stipulates that this particular implementation of
the setData() method does nothing.)
Once this response is set, the doSearch() method of the Application controller
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class that received the original request returns a serialized JSON response with an HTTP
200 (OK) status code to the web application, which then dispatches function calls to
update the application state object with the data returned by the Clef REST API; this in
turn updates the web application’s view, ultimately rendering the search results—in the
current version of the Clef system, this includes the metadata that was merged from the
database described earlier in this chapter, but not yet the actual music notation of the
matched result—that the algorithm(s) generated to the user.
Exception Handling
Following Java practice, Clef provides two custom, namespaced exception
classes. ClefException covers most of the exceptions that Clef may throw; the
ClefNotImplementedException class extends ClefException speciﬁcally to allow the

API to return an error response with the HTTP 501 (Not Implemented) status code in
order to indicate that a particular action is not currently implemented but may be in future
versions. Future versions of the Clef system may require additional exception classes.
Wherever possible, methods do not catch exceptions directly. Instead, calling
methods should declare that the caller throws the exception(s). In most cases, the API
method mapped to a given route should catch the exception, so that it can return a
ClefResponse of type error with the original exception message propagated up the call

stack. There may be cases when passing the original exception message as reported by
Java is not desirable; catching an exception deeper in the call stack can allow the caller
to throw a ClefException with a more meaningful error message. The ultimate aim of
this approach is to return most error messages to the web application client, regardless
of where the error originated. Handling an exception by printing the exception message
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or stack trace to stdout or stderr will log the output to logs maintained by Docker; in this
case, only an administrator with access to the Docker daemon itself would be able to
view the output from any exceptions handled this way.
A more robust exception handling approach would likely invoke the Observer
design pattern. In this approach, the ClefService class would observe any classes likely
to generate salient error messages; those classes, in turn, could then directly notify the
ClefService class of any exception, passing an error message to be relayed back to the

end-user in the form of a ClefResponse of type ErrorResponse. This, and other types of
future development and improvement, are examined in chapter 6.
Summary
The Clef system consists of a web application, a REST API backed by an application whose main responsibilities include making proxy requests and storing/fetching
metadata from a remote database, and any number of containers serving music information retrieval algorithms. This chapter explored the technologies that power each of these
functional pieces, the process by which the Clef system fulﬁlls a request from the client,
and aspects of the implementation of each part of this process. As this project represents
an initial experiment in decoupling MIR interfaces, algorithms, and datasets at the
application layer using HTTP, a number of functions for which the Clef system should
ultimately take responsibility remain unimplemented at the time of this writing. Chapter 6
addresses this more fully.
The next chapter will present a simple demonstration case of the Clef system
called Simplehash.
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5
Simplehash: A Demonstration Case

To demonstrate the complete execution of a query in Clef, I chose to develop
a sample algorithm execution container such as any developer wishing to hook an algorithm into the Clef system would need to do. I call this demonstration “Simplehash”
for its implementation of a very simple hash-based lookup music information retrieval
technique using n-grams. This chapter describes the implementation of the Simplehash
algorithm and provides examples of how the Clef system transforms the output of this
algorithm into the results that the end-user sees in the web application.
General Structure
The demonstration algorithm container, like the core Clef application container,
runs a Spring Boot application written in Java 8, though of course the principal aim of the
Clef system is to allow an algorithm written in any language to be called by the core application in exactly the same way as any other. For storing data, Simplehash uses SQLite,
a lightweight relational database management system (RDBMS), and the algorithm
application interacts with SQLite using the common Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
API that comes with Java SE. SQLite oﬀers a number of advantages for an application
such as a Clef algorithm, including:
 Unlike other RDBMS, such as MySQL or SQL Server, SQLite does not
require a separate server process in order to run. This helps the algorithm
container to conform to the best practice of running only a single application process within any given container.
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 SQLite persists its data to disk using a single .db ﬁle. This ﬁle resides with
the other ﬁles required to run the algorithm and register it with the Clef
system (the clefinfo.json and Dockerﬁle ﬁles mentioned earlier in this
chapter), thus allowing the algorithm application to persist any desired
preprocessed data should the container stop and/or restart.
 Since the SQLite database exists only within the algorithm container, it
remains isolated from any other data stores deﬁned or consumed by the
Clef system.
Data Processing
While Clef aims to decouple music information retrieval algorithms from datasets of symbolic music data, most—if not all—algorithms will need to perform (pre-)
processing on any available datasets in order to construct any indexes or data structures
that will be used to look up possible matches for any query that the algorithm receives.
Clef provides a consistent location for storing symbolic music datasets (as described in
chapter 4), and in future development, all datasets will be accessible via an independent
Docker volume that an algorithm developer can mount to any desired location in their
container via a command in the algorithm’s Dockerﬁle (recall that algorithms must
provide a clefinfo.json ﬁle as well as a Dockerﬁle in order to be usable by the Clef
system). Simplehash copies symbolic music data to the /usr/local/data directory of the
algorithm container’s ﬁlesystem; its data processing, described in this section, scans this
directory for ﬁles.
Though Simplehash can work with any dataset of symbolic music (provided that
the data is encoded in Humdrum, see the section later on limitations), for the purposes of
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this project I needed a basic dataset with which I could demonstrate the invocation of a
simple MIR algorithm through the Clef system.
For a high-quality dataset of relatively simple symbolic music data, I used the
Humdrum encodings of J.S. Bach’s four-part chorales available through the MuseData
collection maintained by the Center for Computer-Assisted Research in the Humanities
(CCARH) at Stanford University (Bennion, Correia, Hewlett, & Rasmussen, n.d.).1
Bach’s four-part chorales, which are choral harmonizations of Lutheran liturgical melodies, represent some of the most foundational repertoire in Western music and thus prove
an ideal choice for demonstrating the Clef system; as mentioned in previous chapters,
Clef aims speciﬁcally to work with Western music of (at a minimum) the Common
Practice Period.
The Bach chorales, as represented in Humdrum, come with both the symbolic
music data and the chorale text data encoded in the same ﬁle; each ﬁle contains one
chorale. The encoding of ﬁles in Humdrum contains a number of representations, of
which the most common is called Kern, from the German for “core” (Humdrum, “The
Humdrum **kern Representation”, n.d.). The extension for such ﬁles is *.krn and thus I
refer to them here as “Kern” ﬁles. Each representation is laid out vertically in a column of
string tokens known as a spine. Music progresses temporally from the top of each spine
to the bottom; in a piece of k measures of music, measure 1 would occur at the beginning
of a spine, and measure k would occur at the bottom.
When discovering data to process during initialization, Simplehash ignores datasets that do not declare themselves to be in Humdrum, using the clefdataset.json ﬁle
1 I used this dataset during development, but ultimately used the chorale ﬁles in Sapp (2017) for the ﬁnal
implemented version, as I explain in chapter 6.
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that must accompany each dataset (see chapter 4). The processing stage of Simplehash
visits each Kern ﬁle and reads it line by line; the lines are handled diﬀerently depending
upon whether they represent metadata or symbolic music data tokens. Simplehash splits
each line of musical information into an array of strings, using whitespace as a delimiter. The ﬁrst of these arrays (for the ﬁrst line from the Kern ﬁle that is not metadata)
determines which spines of the Humdrum ﬁle are **kern representations; the index of
each occurrence of “**kern” allows all following tokens to be assigned to the correct
part via index. (The **silbe representation indicates the text of the chorale, i.e. the words
that are sung.) The KernFile class continues to read lines from the ﬁle into instances of
KernSpine until it encounters a terminator token.

Kern spines typically begin with part-speciﬁc information, such as instrument
name, key signature, time signature, and other data, before proceeding to the encoded
pitches, rhythms, articulations, etc. In processing Kern ﬁles, Simplehash reads this information and preserves the instrument name from each **kern spine in order to be able to
identify the part to which each n-gram belongs.
The Filters class in the clefdemo.simplehash.humdrum package provides a
number of static methods that help transform the raw Humdrum data into a more minimal representation that reduces the feature space of the symbolic music data before it is
divided into n-grams and hashed. By default, tokens that represent measure delimiters are
removed from the data in each instance of KernSpine, and any characters that do not represent pitch, accidental (sharp, ﬂat, or natural signs), or duration information are stripped
from each musical token in the KernSpine. Humdrum null tokens, represented by a single
period and used as placeholders to maintain temporal alignment between spines in the
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same Kern ﬁle, are also removed, because they do not indicate musical events.
Upon initialization, the Simplehash algorithm environment creates a database to
store hashed musical tokens. Each instance of the HashRecord class contains:
•

Gram ID

•

Dataset name

•

File name

•

Part name

•

Gram size (the n of n-gram)

•

Gram (raw)

•

Gram (hashed)

The gram ID is a simple auto-incremented integer primary key ﬁeld. The dataset
and ﬁle name ﬁelds are required for the algorithm’s response to the Clef system; this is
discussed later in this chapter. The part name ﬁeld stores the instrument name collected
from the Kern spine, as mentioned earlier; not restricted to the SATB (soprano, alto,
tenor, bass) vocal parts associated with the Bach chorales, the part name ﬁeld can store
the names of parts for any arrangement—string quartet, chamber orchestra, etc. The gram
size ﬁeld records the value of n for the row containing this n-gram, while the gram (raw)
ﬁeld stores the string value of the n-gram and the gram (hashed) ﬁeld its hashed value,
covered in the next section.
Hashing Algorithm
The basic algorithm implemented in the ngrams() method of the KernHasher
class iterates through the tokens associated with each spine and, using the querySizeRange min and max properties derived from the clefinfo.json ﬁle bundled with the
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algorithm, creates n-grams from the tokens in each spine, for each n in the range [min,
max]. Each iteration increments the start token index of the window by 1, resulting in
n-grams that share n – 1 tokens with the windows immediately before and after a given
gram (the grams at i – 1 and i + 1 share n – 2 tokens). The ngrams() method constructs
each gram as a list of String tokens; the hash() method of the KernHasher class uses
Java’s Objects.hash() method to turn each list—like nearly every class in Java, String
ultimately inherits from java.lang.Object—into a hash of those strings.
Querying Simplehash
The clefinfo.json ﬁle deﬁnes the query route as “simplehash”; the Application
controller of Simplehash maps this route to the simplehash() method, which accepts
HTTP POST requests with a Content-Type header of application/xml. As with the core
Clef application, the MusicXML data is retrieved from the request body as a single string.
As currently implemented, Simplehash requires only a single parameter: the (1-based)
staﬀ index indicating which staﬀ of the incoming MusicXML Simplehash should extract
for use as the query.2 As chapter 4 discussed, the core Clef application calculates this staﬀ
index parameter for every monophonic query; it is required for query validation at the
core application level, and for an algorithm (such as Simplehash) it provides a convenient
shortcut so that any given algorithm does not have to calculate this value itself—while
every algorithm running as part of the Clef system needs to be able to process the body
of the request, which is, as just mentioned, a MusicXML document, one of the goals
of the Clef system is to minimize the amount of MusicXML processing that any given
algorithm needs to perform, and let it instead focus mainly on the symbolic format with
2 The staﬀ index is 1-based because MusicXML begins numbering staves at 1; see also the documentation for the xml2hum command in Sapp (2013).
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which it is designed to work. The class diagram in Figure 26 shows a simpliﬁed view of
the main components involved in processing a query to the Simplehash algorithm.

Figure 26. Classes involved in querying Simplehash
The writeQueryToTempFile() method of the Simplehash class receives the
MusicXML document string sent in the request body and writes it to a predetermined ﬁle
called q.xml in the /usr/local/tmp directory. Subsequent queries proxied to Simplehash
will overwrite any existing bytes in this temporary ﬁle. The query must be written to a
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ﬁle so that it can be converted to the Humdrum format using xml2hum, a command-line
tool written in C++ by Craig Sapp (Sapp, “Humdrum Extras”, 2013). I chose to use this
program in order to take advantage of an existing format interchange tool; using this tool
also allows the Simplehash algorithm to avoid doing any direct MusicXML processing
itself, as discussed earlier in this section. The Simplehash class contains a method, also
called xml2hum(), that accepts the staﬀ index parameter and creates the –s option passed
to the xml2hum converter. The method executes the command in an external process via
the Java Runtime.exec() method. Simplehash reads the command’s output and stores
non-metadata tokens in an instance of KernSpine; the method also checks any output
that might have been written to the standard error stream—if anything was written to
this stream, xml2hum() adds it to a list of errors stored on the instance of the Simplehash
class.
The lookup() method of the Simplehash class takes in the KernSpine returned by
xml2hum(), applies the same token ﬁlters to the spine data as were applied when process-

ing the source ﬁles, trims any trailing rests, and then hashes the remaining tokens using
the hash() method of the KernHasher class. The selectAllWithHash() method of the
Database class takes the hashed value, binds it to a prepared SQL query, and returns any
records that match. The query groups any matching n-gram hashes by the ﬁlename from
which the n-gram was generated and orders the selected rows by the number of records
per ﬁlename returned; this allows a ﬁle having multiple matches for a given hash to rank
higher in the list of results than a ﬁle having only one match.
Demonstration Queries
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, I chose to use the MuseData collection of
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Humdrum-encoded, four-part chorales by J.S. Bach as a small demonstration dataset
for use with the Simplehash algorithm.3 This section will show the output from the Clef
system when this algorithm is paired with this demonstration dataset of Bach chorales.
These queries are executed using the request ﬂow presented in the previous chapter, in
which the MusicXML data retrieved from the music notation editor in the web application is sent to the container serving the Simplehash algorithm by way of a proxy request
from the core Clef application.
The short query shown below in Figure 27—a 5-gram—produces the output seen
in the screenshot shown in Figure 28.

Figure 27. Sample query 1

Figure 28. Result of sample query 1

3 A more complete dataset of the Bach chorales can be found within the Verovio Humdrum Viewer; see
Sapp (2017).
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This 5-gram query matched the chorales Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g’mein
(“Now rejoice, dear Christians…”, BWV 388) and Was willst du dich, o meine Seele,
kränken (“What vexes you, O my soul?”, BWV 425). The title shows the number of the
chorale in the collection as well as the catalog number of the chorale within the catalog
of Bach’s works, the Bach-Werke-Verzeichnis, abbreviated BWV. Figure 29 below gives
an example of the occurrence of the query pattern in context of the chorale Nun freut
euch, lieben Christen g’mein, with the pattern shown in red note heads. This notational
context is helpful because it provides information about the surrounding musical material,
making it easier to locate the excerpted context in the original source. The Clef system
currently does not show this notational context for search results; however, future development should aim to add this feature, as described in the next chapter.

Figure 29. J.S. Bach, four-part chorale, Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g’mein,
BWV 388, mm. 1–3

Displaying Results
Recall from the previous chapter that algorithm containers—in this case, Simplehash—return a minimal response object to the Clef system for each result found. Before
returning these two Bach chorale results to the user, as shown in the area beneath the
music notation editor, the Clef system must transform the minimal response object from
the algorithm into a response object with more useful information. The previous chapter
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also described how the structure of Clef’s metadata store assumes that the tuple (dataset
name, ﬁlename) uniquely identiﬁes any source ﬁle of symbolic music data; both of these
ﬁelds are present on the response from the algorithm container and can thus be used to
retrieve metadata for each result. This section will brieﬂy cover how Clef converts this
minimal response object from the algorithm container into a user-friendly result.
In order to fetch the proper metadata for the algorithm results, Clef calls a stored
procedure, getJoinedMetadata(), on the MySQL database that holds the metadata. The
Clef system takes the dataset names and ﬁlenames that it received from the algorithm
response, creates two comma-separated value strings for each respective list, and passes
these CSV strings as parameters to the stored procedure. A sample invocation of this
stored procedure, called directly in MySQL, is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Sample invocation of getJoinedMetadata()
The variables @dsets and @fnames represent strings that the Clef system constructs from the algorithm response in the mapMetadata() method of MetadataService.
The stored procedure converts these CSV strings into temporary tables of distinct values,
which the procedure’s main WHERE clause can then use in subqueries to retrieve these
values to pass to the IN operator of the clause; writing the procedure this way allows Clef
to execute a single call for metadata for all the results returned by an algorithm, regardless of the dataset from which they came. The mapMetadata() method uses the values
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returned from the procedure’s SQL ResultSet to produce the List<ClefResult> that
serializes to the response ultimately sent to the web application, as seen in Figure 28.
A longer sample query, shown in Figure 31, is a bit more complex—it contains 10
notes, not including trailing rests; uses half, quarter, and eighth notes; and has accidentals
(sharps) on C and G. It produces the results seen in the screenshot presented in Figure 32.

Figure 31. Sample query 2

Figure 32. Result of sample query 2
Though the results only show three items—BWV 393 and BWV 395, both chorales titled O Welt, sieh’ hier dein Leben (“O world, see here your life…”), and Nun ruhen
alle Wälder (“Now rests the woodland…”), shown here as BWV 245/11 (#11 in BWV
245, which is Bach’s St. John Passion)—it should be noted that there are actually more
than these three matches for this 10-gram query: to be exact, there are four matches. The
three results are explained by BWV 393, which contains two instances of the query, as
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shown below in Figure 33, while BWV 395 (not shown) and BWV 245/11 (not shown)
each contain one instance.4 This chorale is short—only 12 measures—and is therefore
shown in its entirety; the ﬁrst appearance of the query is marked in red note heads, and
the second appearance is marked in blue.

5

9

Figure 33. J.S. Bach, four-part chorale, O Welt, sieh’ hier dein Leben, BWV 393
As mentioned in the previous chapter (see Figure 24 and discussion following),
the Clef system itself is not currently equipped to provide any ranking functionality
for results returned from algorithms, and in cases where there is only one match per
source ﬁle—as is the case for the 5-gram query in Figure 27—the ordering of results is
essentially arbitrary. Simplehash does, however, provide a rudimentary ranking function,
4 BWV 395 illustrates well one of the limitations of exact matching algorithms, such as Simplehash, in
that it contains another statement of the query pattern that is identical save for a single musical embellishment. An edit distance algorithm would, by contrast, have counted this second occurrence as a match. BWV
245/11, though it does contain an exact statement of the query, exhibits one of the quirks of the collection
of Bach chorales: it is one of 9 appearances of the chorale melody O Welt, ich muß dich laßen; according
to Dahn (2018a) this result should probably be titled Wer hat dich so geschlagen—to match the text used in
the St. John Passion—or be identiﬁed as BWV 392.
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as mentioned in the preceding section: the lookup that Simplehash performs against its
database groups matching hashes by dataset name and source ﬁle name, ordering the
resulting rows by the number of records from each ﬁle that contained a match.
In this case, as mentioned following Figure 32, there is an order to the results
returned by Simplehash; BWV 393 contained two matches for the query, while BWV
395 only contained one match. While Simplehash could report this information using the
user-deﬁned properties of the algorithm response JSON (see again Figure 25 in chapter
4), Clef cannot currently make use of this data. As mentioned in chapter 4, one possible
option is to relay these properties back to the original client and let that client decide
whether or how to convey the information to the end-user. In time, Clef could potentially
support a number of standardized, but optional, properties that any given algorithm could
report about any individual result. Future development is discussed in the next chapter.
Limitations
Simplehash has some obvious limitations. As described in Chapter 2, as a stringbased hashing algorithm that searches for query hashes by performing a simple SELECT
statement against the database, Simplehash can only retrieve items when the hashed
query exactly matches the n-gram hashes stored in the database; this makes the odds of
matching a query increasingly remote as n increases in value, due to the fact that even a
musically trained end-user will have diﬃculty recalling the notation of a longer musical
fragment (say, a 14-gram) with perfect accuracy.5

5 The likelihood of matching a query not just in one ﬁle, but across multiple ﬁles, depends very much on
the dataset in question and what one might call the variance in the number of distinct hashes, or n-grams.
The Bach chorales dataset used for Simplehash has a high proportion of distinct hashes to overall hashes, as
measured by the SQL clause SELECT COUNT( DISTINCT gram_hashed ), which is to say that any given
query is most likely to return one match.
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Additionally, Simplehash as currently implemented expects speciﬁcally Humdrum
data as its source of symbolic music data. Though a byproduct of the choice of MuseData
as a source for a demonstration symbolic music dataset (I needed to develop an algorithm
implementation that would be able to work with the demonstration dataset), Simplehash’s
limitation to Humdrum data only does not mean that it could not also handle datasets
other than the Bach chorales; Simplehash can also work with MuseData’s Humdrum
encodings of works by Corelli, Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and other composers
and work types. This limitation thus presents no problem as long as the end-user also
selects Humdrum-encoded datasets for use with Simplehash; a truly decoupled algorithm,
however, would be format-agnostic. Current MIR implementations and tools suggest that
completely cross-format algorithms remain some distance away.
Summary
The Simplehash algorithm provides a basic demonstration of the Clef system, in
which a self-contained algorithm execution environment exposes an endpoint that can
accept a request proxied from the Clef core application, run a music information retrieval
algorithm, and return any results or errors to the core application in the format described
in the “Algorithm Environment Responses” section of chapter 4.
Chapter 6 will explore the process of developing both the Clef system and the
Simplehash algorithm that interacts with it. The next chapter will also lay out a number of
possibilities and challenges for future development.
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6
Reﬂections and Future Directions

Music information retrieval has come a long way from printed thematic indexes
and tomes such as Barlow and Morgenstern’s Dictionary of Musical Themes. The list of
techniques for conducting musical similarity comparisons explored thus far has grown to
include advanced string-based operations and weighted point set geometry. Monophonic
music has historically received more attention in the ﬁeld for its more approachable level
of complexity, but techniques to address the problems of polyphonic music continue to
advance. Scholars in music information retrieval typically measure the performance of
these techniques against symbolic music datasets curated for that purpose. The software
tools that leverage these techniques are similarly speciﬁc in their purpose, and most rely
on traditional HTML form inputs or audio sampling for accepting musical queries. Still
needed in the ﬁeld is a more general-purpose tool, a type of central infrastructure that
permits various MIR algorithms to interact with an equal variety of datasets, one that
oﬀers the end-user a consistent user interface based on music notation on the one hand
while oﬀering the MIR developer a way to “plug in” to that infrastructure on the other.
The Clef system represents a ﬁrst eﬀort to envision how such infrastructure might
operate. Clef consists of a web application client with a JavaScript-enabled music notation editor, a REST API backed by a controller and request proxy service, a database that
stores metadata parsed from source ﬁles of symbolic music data, and algorithm execution
environments to which MIR requests are proxied. These components run in isolated
containers, which oﬀer a ﬂexible solution to managing the multiple technologies that
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any music information retrieval system requires. This chapter describes the development
experience of Clef, particularly its challenges, and suggests directions for future development of both the Clef system and in the ﬁeld of music information retrieval itself.
Challenges
I found that the development of Clef required a diverse technical skill set: object-oriented programming, shell programming, web development, database design,
basic networking, and others. This made the development of Clef a truly “full-stack”
experience, one that I found both challenging and highly rewarding. Technologies such as
Docker and frameworks such as React and Spring all present signiﬁcant learning curves;
in developing Clef I have gained only an operational familiarity with these components,
and further development will surely reveal opportunities to take advantage of their more
advanced functionality.
It became clear early in the implementation of Clef that I had dramatically underestimated the diﬃculty of implementing an end-to-end musical search engine, even one
capable of running a single music information retrieval algorithm against a single dataset
of symbolic music data. The sheer volume of music encoding formats, projects built
around those formats (which may or may not include tools for a software developer), and
diversity of purposes—sharing scores and user arrangements, or musicological analysis,
to give two examples—in those projects made it particularly challenging to map out practical strategies for creating a system that could abstract even a few of these diﬀerences.
Another challenge, related to the ﬁrst, emerged in determining exactly what of the
existing software tools for symbolic music data I would be able to incorporate into this
project. It is generally considered good practice in software development to rely, where
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possible, on existing, standard or well-known third-party libraries, rather than to write
one’s own implementations; the uneven distribution of development across music encoding “ecosystems” made it diﬃcult to adhere to this practice. Consider, for example, the
suite of string manipulation functions common to most programming languages: calculating string length, ﬁnding indexes of characters, ﬁnding substrings, trimming whitespace,
joining strings with a separator, comparing two strings, concatenation, regular expression
evaluation, etc.—these functions come in standard libraries and will work with any string.
Symbolic music tools, whether dealing with music represented as Humdrum, Lilypond,
MusicXML, or some other format, may or may not have some of these types of functions,
depending upon which programming environment the developer chooses. I found that I
needed to implement some of this functionality myself for Clef, such as trimming trailing rests from MusicXML queries submitted by the user, but developers working with
symbolic music data would likely beneﬁt from some kind of standard implementations of
functions for manipulating that data.
Dataset Modularity
The goal of modular software is to enable the easy addition, subtraction, or replacement of components by abstracting the communication between components and
allowing them to discover the capabilities of other components. Ideally, components
should be reusable by virtue of their loose coupling with the core behavior of the application and with each other. This is a particular challenge with symbolic music datasets,
as some algorithms have been designed to interact with certain types of symbolic music
data (incipits, for example, or music without metric or rhythmic information). Currently,
selecting datasets in the web application does not have any functional eﬀect. Finding a
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scalable approach to allowing remote algorithm containers access to a central repository
of symbolic music data remains a signiﬁcant hurdle. Complex functionality would be
required to trim datasets to documents of a certain length, strip dimensions of musical
information from source documents, or perform other intensive data processing and manipulation on demand. One of the ultimate goals of Clef is to allow any algorithm to run
on any dataset; among the only ways to accomplish this may be to maintain a complete
version of each dataset in each of the recognized symbolic music formats, ready to be
used by any algorithm, such that the given algorithm will ﬁnd at least one version of each
known dataset on which it can operate.
Developing Both Sides
Over the course of this project I found myself in the position of developing both
an extensible framework and an application for that framework. This proved illuminating;
in developing Simplehash I experienced directly the eﬀect of my choices in the design
of the framework—in particular, that “extensible” does not necessarily mean easily
extensible. For example, I did not anticipate that I would need to spend time setting up
and debugging an environment in which I could compile the xml2hum program as a
64-bit binary. This command line tool forms an integral part of the Simplehash execution
ﬂow—it transforms the MusicXML payload received by the Clef API and passed to the
algorithm container into Humdrum, the format used by Simplehash.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, in order to demonstrate the Clef system
I chose to use a dataset of relatively simple music—the four-voice chorales of Johann
Sebastian Bach. Though Simplehash can work with any dataset of music encoded in
Humdrum, I selected the chorales for their simplicity just as I elected to use an n-grams
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technique for its relative simplicity as an information retrieval mechanism (leading, as
stated previously, to the very name “Simplehash”). I did not anticipate the impact that my
choice of the Bach chorales would have on the simple metadata storage schema I had set
up for the core Clef application, as described in Figure 23 in chapter 4. I began development using the collection of Bach chorales available from Bennion, Correia, Hewlett, and
Rasmussen (n.d.), which contains roughly half of the chorales, but later encountered a
newer version of the data, available in Sapp (2017), which contains the complete fourvoice chorales, as well as additional metadata not present in Bennion, Correia, Hewlett,
and Rasmussen.1
The presence of legitimate duplicates in the Breitkopf–Riemenschneider collection of Bach chorales, long acknowledged (see Dahn, 2018b), necessitated a small but
signiﬁcant change to the schema of the MySQL database that stores the metadata for the
chorales (and any other datasets that Clef discovers), which in turn led to changes in the
core Clef application code that handles metadata parsing and population. This also required modifying several of the source ﬁles representing duplicate chorales to add BWV
catalog information missing from the original Humdrum ﬁles, which I did using the table
in Dahn (2018a). This experience shows that designing a normalized database schema
capable of handling the vagaries of a multitude of symbolic music datasets with varying
levels of “metadata completeness” presents an ongoing challenge; I discuss this challenge
in the section “Managing Music Data and Metadata” later in this chapter.
Switching from the chorales in Bennion, Correia, Hewlett, and Rasmussen (n.d.)
to those in Sapp (2017) did not, however, have any impact on the function of Simplehash,
1 Sapp (2017) also has the advantage of using the UTF-8 character set, whereas Bennion, Correia, Hewlett, and Rasmussen (n.d.) uses the ISO 8859-1 character set, which presented a problem for parsing and
storing metadata for the chorales.
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showing that the algorithm is indeed decoupled from the dataset(s) it uses.2 As described
in the previous chapter, implementing Simplehash required setting up a simple relational
database to store the ﬁle and n-gram information processed from Humdrum datasets, and
using prepared statements and transactions to interact with this database; while the database itself is not complex, setting up this Simplehash-speciﬁc infrastructure represents a
typical task that an algorithm developer would need to do.
At present, adding an algorithm execution environment to the Clef system will
require a knowledgeable developer who can navigate the complexities of processing
datasets of unknown symbolic music data into structures consumable by the algorithm to
be added as well as marshalling the output from that algorithm into the JSON response
format that the Clef system expects.
Development Environment and Testing
Developing container-based applications adds a certain amount of complexity to
the setup of the development environment and the running of tests, because of the isolated nature of the container’s environment, ﬁlesystem, networking, and runtime conﬁgurations; I found that running unit tests proved more complicated than I anticipated. For
future development I plan to bring the development environment into closer alignment
with the expected staging and production environments, facilitated by more robust Dockerﬁles. I also plan to adopt continuous integration methodology into all further development of the project to ensure stable and automatically tested builds of the code (Pittet,
“Continuous integration”, 2018).

2 The only changes required to accommodate the newer dataset involved small modiﬁcations to Humdrum parsing in order to handle tandem interpretation tokens present in Sapp (2017) that were not present
in Bennion, Correia, Hewlett, and Rasmussen (n.d.).
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Future Development
Among items prototyped but not implemented in this ﬁrst version of Clef, I intend
to complete the handling of algorithm parameters and the ﬁltering of search results in
the web application user interface. Beyond these basic functions, Clef has a great deal of
room to grow. Potential directions for development include the following:
 Clef should allow parallel execution of algorithms via multi-threading and
synchronized methods.
 Clef should accommodate polyphonic music. Polyphonic music will
require diﬀerent kinds of query validation as well, of course, as algorithm
implementations that can handle polyphonic music, for example Romming
and Selfridge-Field (2007).
 Clef should allow the end-user to upload arbitrary symbolic music datasets.
 Clef should return the music notation of matched results, with perhaps a
measure or two of the source music on either end of the matched subsection for context. Returning measure numbers within the parent symbolic
music document in which the match was found would be especially
helpful. At present, the Verovio library, written in C++ and available as
JavaScript, seems the most likely candidate for engraving music notation
directly in the browser; see Pugin, Zitellini, and Roland (2014). Though
it supports a few formats, Verovio supports music in the Music Encoding
Initiative (MEI) format most fully; Clef may ultimately need to work with
MEI.
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 Future development should aim to reduce the amount of work necessary to
plug additional algorithms and datasets into the Clef system.
 Clef should eventually begin to construct its own persistent index of
queries and results in order to increase the performance of the system as it
scales.
Managing Music Data and Metadata
As designed, Clef does not expect algorithm containers to manage music-related
metadata for the symbolic music datasets on which they operate. As mentioned in chapter 4, the metadata for Beethoven’s “Waldstein” piano sonata, Sergei Rachmaninov’s
Second Symphony, or William Walton’s Viola Concerto should not change, regardless of
the algorithm(s) searching these works, and of whether they are encoded in Humdrum,
MusicXML, MIDI, or some other format.
Beneath the surface of the REST API, Clef intends to provide not only a proxy
service for routing query data to the requested algorithm(s); it should also provide a
central store of symbolic music datasets and the metadata that comes with every item in
each of these datasets. The JSON response format from the algorithm execution container
presented in Figure 25 in Chapter 4 deliberately hews in favor of the minimal; the central
Clef system only needs to know which works matched the query, in what order the works
matched and, in the future, which part(s) of each work matched. A response carrying
work IDs and locational information would suﬃce to fulﬁll this requirement. At present,
achieving this level of decoupling would require a signiﬁcant eﬀort that runs the risk of
classifying and identifying music in a way that is speciﬁc to Clef.
Looking to the future, a much better solution would consist of a centralized,
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managed repository for symbolic music data that implements an information schema
that assigns musical documents immutable, universally unique identiﬁers (UUIDs) and
links each symbolic music document with its metadata via the UUID. This schema, as
discussed previously in this chapter, would need to be able to accommodate at least some
of the peculiarities inherent to various repertoires, as in the case of the Bach chorales
collection that, despite containing “legitimate” duplicates, still needs to be normalized.3
In consuming such a service, Clef would guarantee that results returned from one algorithm container could compare easily to the results returned by another algorithm, using
the UUID of each result’s musical work. Indeed, such a service would enable easy, direct
comparison of results between Clef and other MIR systems. In any event it seems clear
that, for a wealth of applications beyond Clef, a canonical provider of symbolic music
metadata would constitute a valuable music information retrieval asset in its own right.
ISO Standard 15707, which establishes an identiﬁer called an International Standard Musical Work Code (ISWC), appeared in 2001 to provide the necessary UUIDs;
it is, however, unclear how widely this standard is supported—a cursory search of the
ISWC network’s database reveals that common Western repertoire is not particularly well
represented, or has a multiplicity of entries representing user-submitted arrangements
(ISO, 2001; ISWC, “Identiﬁcation of Musical Works”, n.d.; ISWC, “ISWC Network”,
n.d.). IMSLP and Wikipedia use a number of authority control sources, including a ﬁle
known as a Virtual International Authority File (VIAF), but like ISO 15707 it is diﬃcult
to know whether this truly presents a viable identity service. The acceleration in recent
years toward software delivered as a service, and particularly toward the exposure of data
collections through APIs, further highlights the need for such a service in MIR.
3 A “schema-less” DBMS such as NoSQL may prove a better ﬁt if the number of such cases is large.
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Going forward, user testing and feedback will also prove necessary as Clef grows
in scope and capability, as users determine what interface components they ﬁnd most
useful and what kind of control they expect to have over the execution of algorithms and
the ﬁltering of results. New research in music information retrieval will undoubtedly
inform the control options available, and perhaps even render user selection of some
options unnecessary.
Conclusion
Clef represents an initial experiment in architecting a music information retrieval
system that looks beyond a single algorithm or repertoire of music. It will undoubtedly
change, perhaps signiﬁcantly, as development continues and Clef matures. As algorithms
arise that can negotiate the larger feature space represented by music notation, graphical
user interfaces that permit entering and editing notation directly in the browser, as Clef
does, will ﬁnd themselves well positioned to provide input to these more complex algorithms. A system such as Clef may even make it possible to compare the retrieval results
from multiple algorithms and perform weighted ranking of the results before returning
them to the end-user.
The ultimate goal, of course, would be to eliminate the end-user selection of
algorithms and datasets altogether, and instead let Clef function as Google does—as an
open-ended search engine, in which the details of the implementation are masked from
the user. Hopefully the existence of a system like Clef moves the ﬁeld of music information retrieval a step closer to this goal.
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